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5. Executive Summary
5.1.

Project summary

The two and a half year European project, Enabling Access to Sound Archives through
Integration, Enrichment and Retrieval (EASAIER) allows archived materials to be accessed in
different ways and at different levels. The system is designed with libraries, museums, broadcast
archives, and music schools and archives in mind. However, the tools may be used by anyone
interested in accessing archived material; amateur or professional, regardless of the material
involved. Furthermore, it enriches the access experience as well, since it enables the user to
experiment with the materials in exciting new ways. EASAIER implements recent advances in
machine learning, music and speech processing, and information retrieval. Furthermore, it addresses
a growing demand for interactive electronic materials. By enriching and organizing the materials in
the archive, we will create new and innovative methods of access. This enhanced access stimulates
use, because multimedia resources will be connected, and archived material will be exploited and
made visible to the right users. This will be deployed in connection with strong evaluation studies
using communities of users and content managers.

5.2.

Deliverable summary

At this stage of the EASAIER project, the partners have specified and established the system
architecture and the various interfaces between the components of the system. The architecture
incorporates an ontology-based common RDF store to save the output of the numerous
preprocessing algorithms. The implementation of the retrieval system depends on this RDF store
and hence the storage procedure and the relevant ontology will be described in the next section. The
integration of the music and speech specific modules is specified according to this architecture.

5.2.1.

Music related

Music Retrieval in EASAIER may be divided into three subsystems;
1. A system for similarity-based music retrieval using primarily acoustic features.
2. Search based on exact or partial matching of automatically extracted and manually
annotated features.
3. Retrieval of external music resources using rss feeds, online databases, and semantic
web searching and data mining.
The combination of these three technologies enables a rich music retrieval system which
allows the user to customize the definition of music similarity (e.g., music in the same key and with
a similar tempo, but not necessarily the same instrumentation), and to retrieve all relevant musical
resources within a sound archive as well as a wide variety of content external to the archive.
At this stage, music retrieval has been implemented in three prototypes, with an additional
functional interface for further integrated retrieval.
1. Ontology searching using a mash-up which retrieves related artists (social networking),
commercially available material from the same artist (online databases), and additional
information regarding the music (blogging and social media).
2. The Soundbite system for similarity-based music retrieval
6
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3. The feature extractor, incorporating the extraction of header information and automatic
key, tempo, and rhythm detection. This is used in conjunction with the EASAIER client
application, which enables search on features provided by the feature extractor.
In the following sections, prototypes for each of these three components will be described.

5.2.2.

Speech related

The speech retrieval features complement the music retrieval features in order to support the
interrogation of archives with mixed content. Furthermore the speech-specific archives (legal
recordings, lectures, audio books, broadcast recordings) will use solely the speech retrieval features.
In the case of mixed archives, the speech and music parts of the sound materials are managed
separately, using the adequate algorithms. The speech/non-speech/music segmentation ensures the
separate preparation, sound object identification and indexing.
The speech retrieval functionality is divided into two parts. In the first part, the speech
attributes are represented by sound objects and the information is extracted by specific algorithms in
the preparation phase and stored in the RDF-storage. The speech-related features that will be
extracted include emotion detection, gender detection, and speaker identification. The second part
of the speech retrieval system is the retrieval of spoken content. The speech content is recognized
and indexed in the preparation phase but this information is stored in a separate binary storage
system. This speech retrieval operates as a black box engine via web services. It gets the request
and provides a ranked list of retrieved documents. To ensure the integration of the two parts of
speech retrieval, the output of the speech retrieval will be temporarily stored in the RDF-store. The
SPARQL query will combine the output of the two phases when it retrieves data from the RDFstore.
This section will describe the speech content retrieval and the RDF-storage based retrieval
of the combined speech related data. It will also specify the interface of the speech content retrieval
and illustrates the inner architecture of the speech content retrieval subsystem. Additionally this
deliverable provides documentation about the vocal query interface which is a by-product of the
speech retrieval research and could make possible the vocal utilization of the user interface.
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6. Speech and Music retrieval integration
6.1.

The EASAIER system architecture

This section presents the results of the detailed design phase activities and how they enable
the integration of the speech and music retrieval systems. It details the architecture and describes
the internal description of the solution and all its components. This concept will be incrementally
developed. It is based on previous work from the architecture group. It was initiated during the
Toulouse meeting between SILOGIC and DERI. It is a design guideline, and describes all
components to be developed.

6.1.1.

Global architecture / generalities

The model is divided into back-end and front-end applications, as shown in Figure 1.
The front-end applications are:
•

The web client application. This allows the user to browse and query the archive
according to the retrieval system functionalities. Its functionalities are restricted due
to the web application framework and subsequent limitations in speed, memory and
processing power. Simple retrieval, playback and visualization are provided but
expensive processing like real-time audio filters are not supported.

•

The advanced user application. This allows the user to browse and query the
archive according to the retrieval system functionalities. It permits the loading and
visualization of an audio file and its related metadata and media. The user is able to
interact with audio resources through separating and identifying sources, processing
and modifying the audio, and aligning various sources at playback (e.g., a musical
piece and its source, or speech and its associated text).

On the back-end side, we will find:
•

The database storage composed of :
o An RDF Storage: to store objects identifiers, metadata and related media in a
semantic form
o A media storage: to store binary data (audio, video, images…)

•

The SPARQL end-point to query the RDF storage and return results to the frontend applications (by the way of a web server for the web client).

•

The database administration application which is in charge of database
administration (add, modify or remove data from the database, manage user and
rights). The administration tool is assisted by a feature extraction module to extract
automatically metadata from an audio file.

•

Web services making the link between applications
o Binary storage: the file system can be used for this task.
o Query and access services: servlet with TOMCAT
o SparQL endpoint and RDF Storage: (Sesame)
o Access to binary indexes, like the speech indexes.
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Figure 1. The EASAIER Architecture in terms of the relationship between front end and back end
applications.
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6.1.2.

Detailed module Architecture

Figure 2. EASAIER Architecture – module architecture
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A modular view of the architecture is given in Figure 2. The Archivist application, the
Advanced client application and the Web client application are the applications on the client side.
All these applications don’t use the same server, for conceptual reasons.
The Access service is the main server. It provides automatically generated XML files to the
client according to the client’s request. To use this server in a web context, the XML files must be
converted to an HTML file, or similar. For that, we have created a buffer server, the Web access
service. This server forwards the web client request to the Access service and translates the Access
service XML result to an HTML result, useful by the web client. It’s possible to merge the two
functionalities of the Access service and Web Access service into a single server.
The Feature extractor service is dedicated to the archivist application. This server provides
some functionalities to upload a file, extract meta data, update the RDF storage, etc.
We propose that each service is made with servlets. The sub-servers are as follows:
•

Binary storage WS: This sub-server provides some functionalities to store the audio
materials, or the videos, or the pictures, or other.

•

RDF storage WS: This sub-server can add RDF triplets in the RDF storage. It
provides some functionalities to do that. It should use a standard API (if any exist)
addressing the RDF DB (like Jena, or Sesame). This should ensue that EASAIER
can work with several RDF DB.

•

Speech WS: this one encapsulates ALL functionalities about speech retrieval.

•

SparQL endpoint: this one is generally directly provided by the RDF data base. It
must be used to query the RDF storage.

•

Web related media WS: this sub-server is the DERI server about web aggregation. It
can aggregate some other links come from the Internet.

•

Query by example WS: This one is to be defined,

The Binary storage can be implemented with the local file system. This solution is simple
and efficient.
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6.1.3.

Music Workflow

We present here an example of the workflow when a user queries some sound tracks, as
depicted in Figure 3. It details the modules being used from the reception of the query to the return
of the result. We assume that the indexation (or feature extraction phase) has already bene done and
focus only on the retrieval.
Each time the EASAIER front-end client starts; it retrieves from the backend server the
fields that can be used to make queries. These fields are attached to a specific theme, meaning that
the elements that can be queried in music or speech may differ. The query interfaces displayed on
the client are dynamically constructed from these fields as shown on figure of the “Archiver
application prototype”. Typically fields are title, author, tempo… they correspond to the data being
available on the server.
As an example, the workflow of a music retrieval query is depicted in Figure 3 and detailed
hereafter. The principles explained here are identical when the user retrieves speech.
When the user performs a query, the application sends back to the server the list of
fields/values the user filled. They are sent via http to the Access service, the theme used being also
attached. According to the theme, the Access service dispatches the query to the corresponding
theme component: the music class in our example. The music class then calls the SPARQL query
generator that will translate the fields into a SPARQL query. This component makes the link
between the fields express as text for a user point of view and the way they are stored using the
ontology in the RDF storage.
For example,
author=“verdi”
becomes
Select ?author… Filter(regex(author, “verdi”))
Then the music class addresses the SPARQL query to the SPARQL endpoint (see section
“HTTP SPARQL Query Interface”) that interrogates the database and returns results in SPARQL
Query Results Xml format as detailed in that section. The music class sends back to the Access
service this XML. According to the needs, this result XML may be translate into more “readable”
information before being used by the client application.
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Figure 3. EASAIER Architecture – Music workflow
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6.1.4.

Speech workflow

Figure 4 presents the workflow when a user queries speech. It details the modules being
used from the reception of the query to the return of the result. Again, we assume that the
indexation (or feature extraction phase) has already been performed and thus focus only on the
retrieval.

Figure 4. EASAIER Architecture – Speech workflow
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6.1.5.

Web related media workflow

Figure 5 presents an example of the workflow when a user retrieves related media from
other sources (like MusicBrainz…). It details the modules being used from the reception of the
query to the return of the result. This workflow is particularly relevant to the integration of the
prototype which retrieves external music-related resources, as described in Section 7.5.

Figure 5. EASAIER Architecture - Web related media workflow.

6.2.

Speech content retrieval integration

ALL’s speech retrieval engine has a complex, multi layer structure. The speech retrieval
must be preceded by the speech recognition. The speech recognition itself has different levels. We
have to distinguish the recognition of phonemes, words, phrases and sentences paired with the
probability of their occurrence. The speech recognition is a long slow process; it is desirable to run
it in a preprocessing phase. The result of the speech recognition is an index. This is a binary data
file, which makes possible the fast retrieval. The structure of the index must support the fast
retrieval first and foremost.
The content of the index cannot be easily converted into an ontology, since it contains
semantically separate or meaningless topics. The speech does not have a domain, unlike in the case
15
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of music. As with music, the content of the speech has a domain. But the managed speech material
cannot be easily limited to one or two domains. To organize all words (describing all possible
domains) of the English language into an ontology could be a mega-project itself, and this is out of
the scope of EASAIER. On this basis ALL advised that the speech retrieval engine must be
managed as a black box inside the EASAIER software. It can receive a query and it will give a set
of answers. That set of answers is suitable to be processed similarly like other sound object items.

Figure 6. Integration of the speech retrieval system into the EASAIER Architecture.

The solution is to store the result data of the spoken word retrieval temporally in the RDF
triplet database too, only for the purpose to fulfill one retrieval task. So the user specifies different
search criteria (e.g. speaker) on the user interface together with the words to be searched in the
spoken materials. The first step should be to utilize the speech retrieval engine with the words to be
search in the spoken material. The results coming from the speech retrieval engine should be added
to the RDF triplet database (as instances of a specific concept of the ontology), but only temporally.
The complete retrieval should be performed at this point (executing the necessary operator), and the
results (list of material with position and probability) can be presented to the user. Finally the
16
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triplets coming from the speech retrieval system have to be deleted form the RDF triplet database.
Thus, the speech retrieval sub-system can be considered as a black box, which accepts requests and
gives responses in the form of output data. This black box is wrapped into a web service layer. This
mechanism for integration of the speech retrieval system is depicted in Figure 6

6.2.1.

The SpeechApiWS

The speech retrieval engine provides six types of functionality in logical order:
• Training- This is the initial step to set up the speech retrieval engine. The administrator
level user can start the training by specifying the location of audio materials and aligned
text materials (exact description of the material’s structure will be specified in the next
section). The system builds up a model on the basis of the training material, this model
will be used in the preprocessing phase later. So it can be referred by an identifier. It is
done asynchronously.
• Preprocessing: recognition and indexing- This is the preparation phase of materials for
speech retrieval. This step could be slower than real-time. It performs feature extraction,
phoneme level recognition, word level recognition and indexing to ensure fast retrieval.
This process has to be utilized by an administrator by specifying the location of the
audio materials and referring a previous successful training. It is done asynchronously.
• Repository information- This feature gives back descriptor data about the sound
materials already added to the system by successful training and preprocessing.
• History information- This feature supports the user of the asynchronous training and
preprocessing. It gives back information about the status of the processes.
• Retrieval- End users of the EASAIER system will indirectly interact with this service.
Any audio material that was added to the archive in the preparation phase will be
searchable. The retrieval process will be fast and will work as described in Section 9.
• Vocal query- End users of the EASAIER system will interact with this service too as it
is described in Section 8. The service depends on an initial basic training which makes
possible the phoneme level recognition. The training and the recognition is language
dependant.
Each of the steps listed above requires different interfaces and neither of them accommodate
to the EASAIER API (VAMP API).
6.2.1.1.

SpeechApiWS WSDL

The speech content retrieval web service methods are:
Training
<wsdl:operation name="speech_training">
<wsdl:input message="tns:speech_trainingSoapIn" />
<wsdl:output message="tns:speech_trainingSoapOut" />
</wsdl:operation>

The input parameter of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="xml_descriptor" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>

The xml_descriptor specifies the location of the XML file, which describes the corpus
which will be used for training. The detailed description of the required corpus structure can be
found in section “The XML input file structure of the training and preprocessing”.
The output of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="speech_trainingResult" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>
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The speech_trainingResult specifies a unique identifier that can be used later to identify
the training. The method returns immediately and schedules only the training for asynchronous
execution. The method works as it is described in section “Speech content retrieval components”.
Preprocess
<wsdl:operation name="speech_preprocess">
<wsdl:input message="tns:speech_preprocessSoapIn" />
<wsdl:output message="tns:speech_preprocessSoapOut" />
</wsdl:operation>

The input parameter of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="xml_descriptor" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>

The xml_descriptor specifies the location of the XML file, which describes the material
which will be preprocessed. More information about the content of the XML file can be found in
section “The XML input file structure of the training and preprocessing”.
The output of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="speech_preprocessResult" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>

The speech_preprocessResult specifies a unique identifier that can be used later to
identify the preprocessing. The method returns immediately and schedules only the preprocessing
for asynchronous execution. The method works as it is described in section “Speech content
retrieval components”.
History
<wsdl:operation name="speech_history">
<wsdl:input message="tns:speech_historySoapIn" />
<wsdl:output message="tns:speech_historySoapOut" />
</wsdl:operation>

The input parameter of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="proc_id" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>

The proc_id specifies a training or a preprocessing. This id is same as the one got back
when the user started a training or preprocessing. If the proc_id is not recognized the method
returns null.
The output parameter of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="speech_historyResult" type="tns:speech_process"/>
</s:sequence>

Where speech_process is a structure:
<s:complexType name="speech_process">
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>

name="train_id" type="s:string" />
name="preproc_id" type="s:string" />
name="material_name" type="s:string" />
name="material_desc" type="s:string" />
name="proc_start" type="s:string" />
name="proc_end" type="s:string" />
name="proc_succ" type="s:boolean" />
name="proc_log" type="s:string" />

train_id - referred process’ training ID
preproc_id - if proc is preprocessing than preproc_id, else null
material_name - name of material used for the processing (from XML)
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material_desc - description of material used for the proc (from XML)
proc_start - date and time when the processing was started
proc_end - date and time when the processing was finished
proc_succ - processing was successful
proc_log - string containing logged events during the processing

This method makes possible to investigate the current state of the asynchronously running
training or preprocessing.
Repository
<wsdl:operation name="speech_repository">
<wsdl:input message="tns:speech_repositorySoapIn" />
<wsdl:output message="tns:speech_repositorySoapOut" />
</wsdl:operation>

There is no input parameter for the method.
The output parameter of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="speech_repositoryResult" type="tns:ArrayOfSpeech_train"/>

</s:sequence>

Where ArrayOfSpeech_train is an array of speech_train structure.
Where speech_train is:
<s:complexType name="speech_train">
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>

name="train_id" type="s:string" />
name="corpus_name" type="s:string" />
name="corpus_desc" type="s:string" />
name="materials" type="tns:ArrayOfSpeech_process" />
name="training_start" type="s:string" />
name="training_end" type="s:string" />
name="training_succ" type="s:boolean" />

train_id - training identifier
corpus_name - name of corpus used for the training (from XML)
corpus_desc - description of corpus used for the training (from XML)
materials - array of preprocessing history structures
training_start - date and time when the training was started
training_end - date and time when the training was finished
training_succ - training was successful
ArrayOfSpeech_process is an array of speech_process structure.

Where speech_process is same as defined before.
This method makes possible to investigate the speech content retrieval system about
corpuses and material already trained or preprocessed. Actually it gives information about the set of
materials available for retrieval.
Retrieve
<wsdl:operation name="speech_retrieve">
<wsdl:input message="tns:speech_retrieveSoapIn" />
<wsdl:output message="tns:speech_retrieveSoapOut" />
</wsdl:operation>

The input parameters of the method are:
<s:sequence>
<s:element
<s:element
<s:element
<s:element

minOccurs="1"
minOccurs="1"
minOccurs="0"
minOccurs="1"

maxOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"

name="isSentence" type="s:boolean" />
name="lang" type="tns:SpeechLang" />
name="words" type="s:string" />
name="max_hits" type="s:int" />
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<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="min_confid_percent" type="s:int" />
</s:sequence>

isSentence – if true the words will be interpreted and retrieved as a phrase, maximum 5 pieces
lang – specifies the language to be searched for, its specification is:
<s:simpleType name="SpeechLang">
<s:restriction base="s:string">
<s:enumeration value="English" />
<s:enumeration value="Hungarian" />
</s:restriction>
</s:simpleType>

words – it is a comma separated set of words to be search
max_hits – specifies the maximum number of hits per word expected
min_confid_percent – gives the lower limit of the confidence percentage of the hits

The output of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="speech_retrieveResult" type="tns:ArrayOfSpeech_descriptor"/>

</s:sequence>

The ArrayOfSpeech_descriptor is an array of speech_descriptor structure.
<s:complexType name="speech_descriptor">
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>

name="word" type="s:string" />
name="audio_material" type="s:string" />
name="position_sec" type="s:double" />
name="duration_sec" type="s:double" />
name="confidence" type="s:int" />

word - one of the element of the words in the input string or in case of isSentence true the

phrase itself
audio_material - wave file identifier
position_sec - relative position in the wave file
duration_sec - duration in the wave file
confidence - percentage of the confidence

This method performs the speech content retrieval. The materials preprocessed in the same
language can be retrieved together independently of the corpus used for the preprocessing. If there
is no hit the method returns with null. The method works as is described in Section 9.
Vocal query
<wsdl:operation name="vocal_query">
<wsdl:input message="tns:vocal_querySoapIn" />
<wsdl:output message="tns:vocal_querySoapOut" />
</wsdl:operation>

The input parameters of the method are:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="lang" type="tns:SpeechLang" />
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="wave" type="s:base64Binary" />
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="min_confid_percent" type="s:int" />
</s:sequence>

lang – describing the set of accepted languages, as specified above as SpeechLang
wave – a buffer containing the recorded wave. Its size should be reasonable. The format of the wave

must be: encoding is PCM_SIGNED; sample rate is 16000 Hz; mono; sample size in bits is 16.
min_confid_percent – gives the lower limit of the confidence percentage of the hit. If the result is
under this confidence nothing returned.
The output of the method is:
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="vocal_queryResult" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>
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The vocal_queryResult contains the recognized word or phrase. If there is no hit the
method returns with null. The method works as it is described in section “The vocal query
interface”.

6.2.2.

The input required by the training an preprocessing

The speech content retrieval rest on a previous successful training and preprocessing step.
Both of them specified above which require an XML file as an input. The XML files describes the
location of the sound and text materials and the configuration files.
6.2.2.1.

The training input XML

The XML schema describing the input XML of the training:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<xs:element type="xs:string" name="comment"/>
<xs:element name="entry">
<xs:complexType mixed="true">
<xs:attribute name="key" use="required">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:enumeration value="EASAIERPathTrainCorpus"/>
<xs:enumeration value="EASAIERPathTrainLanguage"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:attribute>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="properties">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="comment"/>
<xs:element ref="entry" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

The XML must contain one EASAIERPathTrainLanguage item which specifies the
language. The system will not recognize new languages without maintenance. At the current stage
the system is able to work with English and Hungarian corpuses. Each languages has a
corresponding configuration package which is predefined. It contains the feature extraction
configuration, the phoneme set and other information. The XML also must contain an
EASAIERPathTrainCorpus item which specifies the location of the corpus. It seems trivial,
but the structure of the corpus is much more complex. The format of the corpus is fixed and
documented below.
The description of the structure of the training corpus

The path specified in the input XML must contain 3 subdirectories:
• wave/
• segment/
• text/
The text directory contains text files. The format of the text file is:
•

The new line character is '\n' (rather than '\n\r')

•

It can be in any encoding, since the annotation file in the segment directory will
contain its encoding.
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The wave directory contains the corresponding wave files. The format of the wave file
must be: 16000Hz, 16 bit, mono, PCM signed. There are free conversion utilities to
produce this format. The name of the file can be anything; the given name will occur in the content
of one of the files to be found in the segment directory.
The segment directory contains the annotation file, the extension of the file is ‘.txt’.
The annotation file connects the text and the wave. The structure of the annotation file is:
• Line #1 contains the name of the vector-set. It can be any string, or simply an empty
line.
• Line #2 contains the number of documents, which is 2 in all cases.
• Lines #3 and 4 contain the valid URL-s of text and wave. It always consists of a wave
(...) and a text (...), with the name of the URL in brackets. The path must be relative to
the corpus root. In case of the text, the bracket contains the character encoding, after
the URL, separated by a comma (,). The lines cannot contain tabs ('\t').
• Line #5 contains the annotation set dimension: it must be 2.
• Line #6: wave annotation starts here. It contains a wave URL, in the same way as
described above. This line cannot contain tabs ('\t'), either.
• Line #7 contains ‘wave’.
• Line #8 contains an empty line.
• Line #9 contains a tab ('\t') followed by the number of annotations.
• Line #10 this is where the list of wave annotations (start and end positions) start; start
and end are in wave frame position. Start is inclusive, end is exclusive. The total
number of wave annotations (and the lines they occur in) must be equal to the above
number (in Line #9). From line #10 on, every line contains exactly one annotation; the
start and end are separated by a tab ('\t').
• Wherever the wave annotations end, the next line contains the beginning of the text
annotations. Similarly to the above described way, the line contains the valid URL of
the text, containing the character encoding.
• The next line simply contains ‘text’
• Then an empty line follows.
• The next line contains a tab ('\t'), followed by the number of text annotations.
• The list of text annotations (start and end positions) starts in the next line. Start is
inclusive, end is exclusive. The total number of text annotations (and the lines they
occur in) must be the above number (in the preceding line). Every line must contain
exactly one annotation.
• Wherever the text annotations end, the next line contains the number of the annotation
vectors.
• Following that, the file contains pairs of lines, the first line of which always contains
‘null’; and the second line contains three numbers, separated by tabs ('\t'). The first
number is always 2. The second and the third number are the ordinal numbers of the
wave and text annotations, respectively, that are assigned to each other by the vector.
• The ordinal numbers for both wave and text annotations start at 0.
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• The total number of such pairs of lines is equal to the number of the annotation vectors.
• The last line of the file is an empty line.
A short sample annotation file:
2
wave(file:wave/kossuth_0_30.wav)
text(file:text/kossuth_0_30.txt, cp1250)
2
wave(file:wave/kossuth_0_30.wav)
wave
607
59719
133820
134251 164408
174532 202966
203083 231276
231500 294507
. . .
28961817
29010137
29010275
29063214
29063531
29133992
text(file:text/kossuth_0_30.txt, cp1250)
text

0
9
87
. . .
23326
23386
23424
23483
607
null
2
null
2
null
2

621
7
86
120
23386
23423
23482
23545

0

1

1

2

2

3

6.2.2.2.

The preprocessing input XML

The XML schema describing the input XML of the preprocessing
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified">
<xs:element name="comment" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="entry">
<xs:complexType mixed="true">
<xs:attribute name="key" use="required">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:enumeration value="EASAIERIdTrainCorpus"/>
<xs:enumeration value="EASAIERPathWave"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:attribute>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="properties">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="comment"/>
<xs:element ref="entry" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

The XML must contain one EASAIERPathWave item which specifies the location of the
sound material to be preprocessed, and an item EASAIERIdTrainCorpus which refers to the
identifier of a previous, successful training.
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6.3.

Ontology-Based Search

In this Section we describe the ontology based search approach. This component provides
efficient retrieval functionalities using semantic descriptions of the audio, and more generally
multimedia assets. A major improvement of the ontology based retrieval system is the consideration
that every piece of data as first-class citizen. This allows to build queries adapted to the needs of
every particular archive. Another strong feature of the retrieval system described in this section is
the use of semantic web technologies. Through the sharing of the Music Ontology, cross-archives
search and integration of data from heterogeneous archives becomes a default feature for the users
of the EASAIER system[1, 2]. Moreover, the archive published using the EASAIER system
becomes more visible and automatically indexed by semantic-web search-engines.
Semantic Web technologies aim to add information to digital content to make it processable
by intelligent systems - this is accomplished by the annotation of metadata with ontology based
vocabularies which provides the foundation for accurate and automated extraction of information.
An ontology is a shared formal description of a domain. In our case, this is the audio domain. It is
constituted of a set of entities representing the objects of the domain and their properties, and the
relations between these object. In this section we will also briefly describe the music and Speech
ontologies developed and used in the EASAIER retrieval system.
Ontologies are used to describe information related to a domain. This information is
represented in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) according to the recommendation of the
World Wide Web Consortium. Using RDF, one can make statements about various objects such as
“The opus num.87 from Shostakovitch was played by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in 2000”.
While RDF provides a syntax for expressing such statements, the ontology gives us a semantics
saying what the entities in those statements means. We can thus know that Shostakovitch is a
person, and retrieve the according information. Similarly, we know that the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra was directed by Karajan, and that “played-by” is a particular relation involving particular
objects such as a musical work and an agent.
The HOTBED Archive contains material related to traditional Scottish Music. Music assets,
together with descriptions about the performers and composer of the assets are described. The
instruments played by the musicians are described as well. This archives was originally stored in a
relational database, with online access through a customized web-application. By relating the
HOTBED archive to the Music Ontology, we allow it to become published as linked data on the
semantic web. Thus, retrieval systems and tools designed for the Music Ontology can be used for
querying and processing HOTBED material.

6.3.1.

Semantic Web and Digital Data Management

On of the key challenges of the EASAIER approach is handling audio-related metadata in
the sense of its representation, extraction, and integration. The type of metadata addressed ranges
from low-level feature extraction output to higher level editorial metadata on individual pieces of
audio material. The underlying ontology has the purpose of allowing seamless integration of such
different types of metadata according to a commonly agreed on representation. The Music
Ontology, together with its extension, the Speech Ontology, addresses this challenge.
A significant objective of the EASAIER approach is the integration of existing music
archives. The metadata content is intended to be represented in the ontology, along with any
introduced information that is introduced by means of applying the enrichment methods of the
EASAIER system.
Especially in the cultural heritage domain, such content is typically represented according to
a native database scheme that has been designed by the archivist user for optimal internal
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representation purposes, or according to a metadata representation standard, such as MARC[3], or
Dublin Core[4]. In the latter case of archive metadata that adheres to such a standardized format, in
practice often additional descriptors are introduced to fulfill custom metadata representation needs
of the archive. This introduces the necessity to formulate a mapping component in order to be able
to translate from native representation schemes to the ontology. As outlined above, this can be done
automatically only to a certain extent.
In addition to cross-media search, a successful integration of multiple musical archive
instances builds the foundation for meaningful cross-archive search on top of existing metadata.
The ontology provides a uniform platform to perform queries for content that is reliant on
ambiguous representations in the native formats of the individual archives.
6.3.1.1.

The Music & Speech Ontology

We now describe the Music Ontology[5], which allows one to deal with music-related
information in a Semantic Web context. First, we overview the four main principles of this
ontology, respectively dealing with time, events, people and groups of people, and editorial
information. Then, we describe some aspects of the Music Ontology itself.
Groundings

When dealing with music-related knowledge, we have to cover a wide range of temporal
descriptions: from ‘this performance happened the 21st of April, 1982’ to ‘this beat is occurring
around sample 298421’. Therefore, the Music Ontology is grounded on an ontology covering such
temporal information: the Timeline ontology[6]. The Timeline ontology defines a TimeLine
concept, which represents a coherent backbone for addressing temporal information. An instance of
this class covers the physical time line: the one on which we can address a date. Another instance
may back an audio signal, and can be used to address a particular sample.
The Music Ontology also uses the Event ontology[7], which defines an Event concept,
having a number of factors (such as a musical instrument, for example), agents (such as a particular
performer), products (such as the physical sound that a performance produces) and a location in
space and time (according to the Timeline ontology). Regarding the ontological status of event
tokens, we consider them as being the way by which cognitive agents classify arbitrary regions of
space–time. This definition is broad enough to include performances, compositions, recordings, but
also ‘artificial’ classifications: structural segmentation, chord extraction, onset detection, etc.
The Music Ontology is also built on top of the Friend-of-a-friend (FOAF [8]) ontology, and
its Agent, Group, Person and Organization concepts, in order to model musical groups, artists,
labels, and other music-related agents. It is also built on the Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records ontology (FRBR[9]), mainly used for its concepts of Work (an abstract
artistic creation, such as Franz Schubert’s Trout quintet), Manifestation (a particular record, for
example) and Item (a particular vinyl, for example).
Music-specific concepts and relationships

Now, we build on top of these four ontologies (Timeline, Event, FOAF and FRBR) in order
to cover music-related information. On top of FRBR, we define MusicalWork (an abstract musical
creation, MusicalManifestation (a record, a track, etc.) and MusicalItem (an audio stream, a
particular CD, etc.). On top of FOAF, we specify a number of defined concepts including
MusicArtist (any person contributing to a musical event can be inferred as being a music artist),
MusicGroup, Composer, Composer or Arranger. On top of the Event ontology, we define a number
of concepts, all related to the music creation work flow - the process linking a MusicalWork and a
MusicalManifestation. Composition deals with the creation of a MusicalWork. Arrangement deals
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with an arrangement of a MusicalWork, and may have as a product a Score. Performance denotes a
particular performance, which may involve a number of performers, sound engineers, conductors,
instruments, and produces a Sound, which may itself be recorded in a Recording event. Such an
event may produce a Signal, which can then be published as a MusicalManifestation. This leads to
the workflow depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Describing a music production workflow using the Music Ontology

The Speech Ontology

The speech ontology is specifically designed to be capable of representing those speechrelated features of multimedia documents, which can be extracted automatically by suitable
algorithms. For instance, algorithms used in the EASAIER system are able, among others, to
determine the emotional intensity of speech, and (on the basis of a collection of already identified
speech samples) the identity of the speaker.
Since all of these automatically detectable, so called “low-level features” typically
characterize segments of multimedia documents, and not entire multimedia files, the central
category of the speech ontology is that of FileSegment. The other categories of the ontology
facilitate the representation of low level feature attributions made by algorithms. By relying on the
SpeechAlgorithm and SpeechFeature ontology classes, it is possible to represent the fact that a
certain algorithms assigned a certain low level feature to a segment of a file, with a given
probability (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. A block diagram depiction of how timeline and accuracy information of extracted features are
embedded in the ontology.

Since speech features are considered as particulars in the ontology (they are reified in formal
ontology terminology), their precise characteristics (e.g. the gender of the speaker in the case of
gender identification, the extracting algorithm and the probability of the attribution etc.) can
represented by further reified properties, which are connected to the features by relations. For
example, if the gender of the speaker is detected by an algorithm, then this fact is represented by a
particular in the class SpeechFeature, and the detected gender is connected to it by the relation
recognizedGender.
The speech-specific classes and relations of the speech ontology are shown in Figure 9. In
addition to containing all speech related feature algorithms as particulars of the SpeechAlgorithm
class, the SpeechFeature class has subclasses for every speech-specific low-level feature type
supported by extraction algorithms in the EASAIER system (SpeakerFeature, GenderFeature,
PhraseFeature etc.), and relations for those features that are not simply boolean valued
(recognizedSpeaker, recognizedGender, recognizedPhrase, recognizedIdiom).
Among the complex, relationally characterised features, the representation of the recognized
gender and uttered phrase is relatively simple: in the first case, the feature is related to one of the
elements of the Gender class, while in the second case the recognized phrase is given by a string
connected to the feature with the recognizedPhrase datatype property. More complex is the
treatment of the speaker and idiom identifying features. Persons whose speech samples are available
are supposed to be members of the Person class of the top ontology, and the idioms handled by the
idiom recognizing algorithm are all listed in the Idiom category, classified by languages (this makes
it possible to represent the output of classifying algorithms that are able to distinguish between
idioms belonging to a single language, say between standard German and Austrian German).
In the broader context of the EASAIER project, the speech ontology has been successfully
integrated into the music ontology by adding its vocabulary to that of the audio features module of
the music ontology and providing suitable mapping axioms.
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Figure 9. The speech-related components of the EASAIER ontology.

The combined speech content and speech feature retrieval

The speech features (speaker, emotion, accent, language …) delivered in WP4 are extracted
and stored in the ontology in preparation phase. The representation of the ontology is the RDF
triplet database. The speech content retrieval is performed on demand, and the result is found
through the Speech API web service documented in Section 6.2.1. The output of the speech content
retrieval is inserted into the RDF triplet database temporally. While both data resides in the RDF
triplet database a combined retrieval can be done. Such retrieval can provide an answer to a query
such as “retrieve sound materials where ‘G. W. Bush’ said the phrase ‘weapons for mass
destruction’”. The EASAIER speech retrieval user interface is shown in Figure 10. This interface
supports this kind of queries.
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Figure 10. The interface in the advanced EASAIER client for handling speech-related queries.

To produce the answer to the query a business logic object of the EASAIER system should
build a SparQL query on the fly and select the matching materials from the RDF triplet database.
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Figure 11. Segmenting a timeline to answer a query “Find when George Bush said ‘Weapons of Mass
Destruction’”.

The SparQL query for ‘contained’ should be:
SELECT ?segment1 ?segment2
WHERE {?segment1 top:hasBeginning ?t1 .
?segment1 top:hasEnd ?t2 .
?segment2 top:hasBeginning ?t3.
?segment2 top:hasEnd ?t4.
?t1 top:hasNumericalFilePosition ?p1.
?t2 top:hasNumericalFilePosition ?p2.
?t3 top:hasNumericalFilePosition ?p3.
?t4 top:hasNumericalFilePosition ?p4.
FILTER (?p1 < ?p3 && ?p2 > ?p4) }

There are more complex situations, which have to be managed as wel. For instance, the
combination of more than two conditions is possible as can be seen in Figure 12. So the SparQL
query should be built by program and on the fly indeed.
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G. W. Bush
s4

file F1

s3

emotion

s1

The result is s1, since:
• it is included in s3
• it is overlapped with s4

Weapons for mass
destruction

Figure 12. Segmenting a timeline to answer a query “Find when George Bush said ‘Weapons of Mass
Destruction’, and retrieve the timeline excerpt where this was spoken with emotion.

6.3.1.2.

RDF Storage

The RDF Storage component plays a central part for the backend architecture of the
EASAIER system. It builds the foundation for integrating the metadata that is acquired by
application of the feature extraction methods to pieces of audio material. Uniform query access over
the different types of metadata, and eventually, over different archives, enables cross-media and
cross-archive search. The RDF Storage component is connected to a binary storage server, and the
content of the latter can be referenced by performing a query over the RDF repository for its
location.
The RDF Store is delivered in the form of a decoupled component from the rest of the
application. This allows the access methods to be independent from the programming languages
that are used by external applications.
The EASAIER Deliverable D2.1 - Report on metadata management infrastructure and
ontology language for media objects - contains a detailed description of the RDF Storage
component.
6.3.1.3.

Database Mapping

The task of mapping existing archive metadata content according to the Music Ontology is
generally handled as follows.
In the case that the database content of the archive adheres to a dominant bibliographic
standard such as MARC or Dublin Core, the database is converted to the ontology with an
application component that performs the translation according to a predefined mapping document.
The existence of custom fields, extending the underlying description format, introduces the
necessity to modify the mapping document accordingly to preserve maximum expressivity.
In some cases, the content of the archive is represented according to a custom database
scheme that has been designed in specific structure, that might be solely designed for the internally
relevant purposes (for example a custom cataloging and search application). There exist
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frameworks that provide the possibility to publish metadata from relational databases to an RDF
representation according to a mapping document that relates the database scheme to the ontology.
The resulting RDF data can either be published through a SPARQL endpoint for external query
access, or imported into the EASAIER RDF store. The design of the EASAIER architecture
provides the integration of RDF metadata through both options.
While the Music Ontology covers a large majority of the requirements for the annotation of
audio related metadata, there are certain domains and elements that are supposed to be described by
externally introduced or custom built ontologies. Examples for such concepts are musical
instrument or genre classification schemes, that may be vastly different in separate cultural
domains, or low level feature extraction metadata that introduces new concepts.
The Web Service Modeling Toolkit (WSMT[10]) allows the management of ontologies, and
its features are used during the design process of new ontologies extending the Music Ontology.
This includes editing, mapping and testing the validity of the ontology, both from a syntactical as
well as on a semantic level. The modular design of the Music Ontology allows for a seamless
integration with additional ontologies.
The HOTBED dataset has been delivered in the form of a relational database dump as a
testbed for evaluation of ongoing research within EASAIER. It contains information on artists, the
instruments played by the artists and recordings along with the corresponding audio files. Using
D2R Mapping[11], those fields were translated into the corresponding representation in the Music
Ontology. The modularity of the ontology allows the usage of a custom ontology for any instrument
related fields. With the D2R server component, the data has been published along with the defined
mapping through a SPARQL query endpoint, that translates incoming queries into SQL and returns
RDF query results.
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7. Music retrieval components
As mentioned previously, Music Retrieval in EASAIER may be divided into three
subsystems; similarity-based music retrieval using acoustic features, search based on automatically
extracted and manually annotated features, and retrieval of external music resources. Therefore, this
section of the document concentrates on the other two components. In the first subsection, the
various audio similarity measures that could be used for audio similarity are discussed,
benchmarked and evaluated. On the basis of this, a fast, compact and effective measure was chosen
for Soundbite. The Soundbite audio similarity prototype is described in the second subsection. The
next subsection, 7.3, describes the Feature Extraction prototype. The Feature Extractor enables
client-based music retrieval, described in the fourth subsection. Though retrieval of external
resources exists as a mechanism for integrated cross-media, speech and music retrieval, its
application to music retrieval and the associated prototype is described in Section 7.5. The final
subsection describes the metrics and similarity measures used to integrate all the individual
prototypes into an enriched music retrieval system.

7.1.

Evaluation of Possible Audio Similarity Measures

This section is based on work by researchers at the Centre for Digital Music, reported
primarily in [12], and also partly in [13-16].

7.1.1.

Introduction

Initial results on music similarity measures in [17, 18] were encouraging, suggesting that an
effective music similarity function could be developed, based primarily on timbral features, in
particular the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs) already widely used in the analysis of
speech signals. Methods of creating mixture models of MFCCs for a given track, and of comparing
the resulting models, were refined in [19, 20] and through the ongoing competitions organised by
ISMIR [21, 22]. Recent work such as [23, 24] highlighted serious shortcomings, however, both in
the kind of similarity actually captured by this approach, and in its practical applicability to music
collections of realistic size. Although the relationship of a mathematical content-based similarity
function to human perception and traditional musical categories remains very much an open
research issue [23, 25, 26], simpler methods for comparing MFCCs introduced in [13, 27, 28]
appear to work as well or better than the previous heavyweight approaches. Meanwhile commercial
search applications apparently based at least in part on timbral similarity, such as MusicSurfer
(http://musicsurfer.iua.upf.edu) and MusicIP (http://musicip.com), are already being deployed,
although few details of their algorithms, and no useful comparative evaluation of their performance,
have been published.
The practical usefulness of any content-based similarity measure, particularly as opposed to
increasingly popular social recommenders such as last.fm (http://www.last.fm) or MusicStrands
(http://www.musicstrands.com), depends on the success of real-world applications rather than
laboratory experiments. We therefore expect that low computational cost, in particular fast
comparison time to enable searching and browsing large collections, is an essential attribute of an
effective similarity measure. Low memory requirements are also likely to be important, both for
online searching of large commercial collections and also to enable embedding search functionality
into small portable devices. Just as with fingerprinting today, a compact feature representation will
also be important in the design of content-based search interfaces intended to be queried by remote
clients. Last but not least, the cost of content-based similarity will have to be low for applications
where timbral distance is just one source of information to be combined with textual or community
metadata
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7.1.2.

Measuring Timbral Similarity

In this section, we describe several approaches to a music similarity measure which
summarizes the overall timbre of polyphonic audio. These approaches are based on the creation of a
coefficient vector from a subset of the MFCCs (typically the first 10-40 MFCCs). Although other
features have been suggested, such as a range of statistics of MFCCs and other well-known features
in [29], and temporal envelopes of a gammatone filterbank in [30], we restrict ourselves to MFCCs
here for two reasons. Firstly, they are well studied in the literature, allowing comparison with
published results, and, secondly, because our focus is primarily on the similarity measure used to
define distances between timbral features, rather than the features themselves.
7.1.2.1.

Mixture modelling and model comparison

In this widely-reported approach, MFCCs from each track are modelled as a mixture of
Gaussians, either by training a conventional Gaussian Mixture Model[19] or by clustering MFCCs
with k-means clustering and then fitting a Gaussian to each cluster [17]. The distance between two
tracks is then calculated as a symmetrised Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between their mixture
models. No closed form exists for the KL divergence of two mixtures, but various approximate
methods have been proposed, including the Earth Mover’s Distance [17] or MonteCarlo
sampling[19]. Unfortunately these approximations are very expensive to compute. Even the coarser
approximation described in [31] requires 2ms of CPU time for each pair of tracks on a consumer
PC, i.e. around 20s for a single scan of a large personal collection, or many minutes to search a
commercial database. Similar figures, using a speed-up method based on precision/cpu-time tradeoff, are reported in [32]. Because the distance measure used is not a metric, indexing structures that
might otherwise improve search times cannot be applied. These methods must therefore be
considered impractical for the time being. However, we give reported performance statistics for
comparison in the following sections.
7.1.2.2.

Global modelling and histogram comparison

A simpler alternative to modelling each track individually is to use a Vector Quantisation
(VQ) algorithm to partition the global space of MFCCs into indexed regions, where each region is
represented by a single vector in a VQ codebook.
The MFCCs for each track are then mapped onto a sequence of VQ codebook indices, and
the similarity measure becomes a distance between the index sequences for two tracks. Recent work
in [33] suggests that there may be some merit in a measure that reflects the ordering of the indices
(in contrast to results in [34] in relation to mixture models), but insufficient information is given
from which to judge the practical applicability of such a method to online searching of large
collections. Neglecting ordering, we can simply histogram the occurrences of VQ indices over each
sequence, and then treat the normalised histogram as a probability distribution. The distance
between distributions p,q is again given by the KL divergence:
KL( p || q) = ∑ p(i ) log
i

p(i )
q (i )

(1)

where the sum is over the codebook indices. A practical implementation is reported in [28],
where a Self-Organising Map (SOM) [35] is used to generate the VQ sequences. The SOM is
trained on MFCCs from the entire collection. The index sequence for each track is then created as
the sequence of best-matching SOM units for each MFCC vector.
A possible issue affecting the applicability of this approach is that the VQ codebook may
need to be regenerated if the collection of tracks grows or changes, as asserted, for example, in [17].
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We investigate this and give comparative results below. We also compare the KL divergence as
used in [28] with a symmetrical alternative, the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence:

JS ( p || q) = KL( p || r ) + KL(q || r )

(2)

where r = (p+q)/2 .
7.1.2.3.

Single Gaussian modelling and comparison

Despite the fact that MFCCs extracted from music are clearly not Gaussian, [27] showed,
somewhat surprisingly, that a similarity function comparing single Gaussians modelling MFCCs for
each track can perform as well as mixture models. A significant advantage of using single
Gaussians is that a simple closed form exists for the KL divergence. For two Gaussians p(x)= N(x;
µp, Σp)and q(x)= N(x; µq ,Σq )
2 KL( p || q) = log

det Σ p
det Σ q

+ tr (Σ q -1Σ p ) -1 + ( µq - µ p )T Σ q -1 ( µq - µ p ) - d

(3)

where d is the dimensionality. A symmetrised distance is then given by
2 KLs ( p || q) = 2 KL( p || q ) + 2 KL(q || p)
= tr (Σ q -1Σ p + Σ p -1Σ q ) + ( µ p - µq )T (Σ q -1 + Σ p -1 )( µ p - µq ) - 2d

(4)

This distance is several orders of magnitude faster to compute than one between mixture
models. A further speed-up may be obtained by using diagonal covariance matrices, reducing both
the number of multiplications required for each distance computation, and eliminating the need for
matrix inversion. As the covariance matrix is effectively trying to capture the shape of the (typically
non-Gaussian) distribution of MFCCs, one would expect that using only a diagonal covariance
would have a dramatic impact on the performance of the distance measure. Similarly a single
Gaussian, particularly with only a diagonal covariance, should be more able to model MFCCs from
a short segment of a track, especially one that was likely to be internally consistent, than from a
whole track, as suggested in [13]. We test both these hypotheses below.
Means and diagonal covariances of single Gaussians fitted to each song can also simply be
concatenated into a single feature vector and compared with Euclidean distance, subject to suitable
normalisation. This is the distance measure that has implicitly been used in [29, 36] and other
attempts to capture music similarity from a larger feature vector where means and variances of
MFCCs (‘texture windows’) are concatenated with other features. The conventional normalisation
is by the variance of each individual feature dimension over the dataset, i.e. a Mahalanobis distance
DM2 ( p, q ) = ( µ p - µq )T Σ -1µ ( µ p - µq ) + (Σ p - Σ q )T Σ Σ-1 (Σ p - Σ q )

(5)

where Σµ and ΣΣ are the variances of MFCC means and variances respectively over the
entire collection of tracks.
As with the VQ approach, the issue arises of whether the global variances Σµ and ΣΣ need to
be updated as the collection changes (although the cost of doing this will be far less than
regenerating the entire VQ codebook). We test this in the next section.

7.1.3.

Classification Experiments

We evaluate these various distance measures with a simple genre classification task over
two (in some cases three) different collections. We give classification rates based on a 1-nearest
neighbor classifier. Note that these figures are intended only for comparison of the underlying
distance measures. Comparative 1-nn results give a good indication of relative performance on
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more realistic tasks, they provide a useful sanity check on the underlying measure, and, most
importantly, they allow comparison with much previous work.
We also give classification rates using an artist filter [24] i.e. classificationbased on the
nearest neigbouring track by a different artist to the query. These figures are of interest both from a
practical standpoint (because there are easier ways of finding more tracks by the same artist than
content-based similarity), and because they provide evidence of how tracks are clustered in the
similarity space defined by each distance measure. We discuss this further below.
In all our experiments, MFCCs were extracted from mono audio downsampled to 22050Hz
and with a window and hop size of 2048 samples. Results reported from the literature were based
on smaller window and hop sizes. Some of our evaluations are repeated using smaller window and
hop sizes and our results did not change.
7.1.3.1.

Musical data

We used three music collections in our experiments. In each case, unique genre labels have
been assigned to each track. The collections are as follows:
Magnatune (M)
This is a subset of the Magnatune(http://www.magnatune.com) catalogue which is available
under the creative commons licence and which has been widely studied, following its release as the
training set for the ISMIR 2004 genre classificationcontest. This collection has a high proportion of
classical tracks. The labelled genres are: classical, electronic, jazz/blues, metal/punk, pop/rock,
world. The labels are those given on Magnatune’s own website.
In-House (A)
We selected this collection from a larger in-house collection of some 3600 tracks, with
genre labels taken from the Amazon website(http://www.amazon.com). A set of genres were chosen
which might be expected to contain characteristic musical content. Individual titles were not
inspected when making the selection. In some cases we amalgamated similar sub-genres to ensure
that each labelled genre contained at least 35 tracks. The final labelled genres are: punk, album
rock, jazz, Latin, African, reggae, classical, electronic/techno, R & B.
In-House Larger (A+)
This is a superset of collection A, intended to be more similar to a medium-sized personal
collection, and containing several genres that we would not expect to be well characterized by
musical content. To some extent the genre classificationtask is impossible on this collection, but it
serves to highlight some interesting aspects of the similarity space defined by the underlying
distance measures. The labelled genres are: punk, indie rock, album rock, classic rock, singersongwriter pop, jazz, Latin, African, reggae, world, classical, folk, electronic/techno, general dance,
R & B, soul, rap.
Statistics of the collections are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Music collections used.
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7.1.3.2.

Results

In the tables below we show Leave One Out (LOO) classification rates. We also performed
10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation for each figure reported. In all cases the classification rates were
within 1% of the LOO figures, and the cross-validation standard error was between 0.05 and 0.06%.
Impact of audio segment choice
As discussed, we expect the ability of a single Gaussian to model MFCCs from a whole
track to be limited, particularly when using only a diagonal covariance matrix. We therefore
compared the performance on the classificationtask of KL divergence and Mahalanobis distance
between single Gaussians with diagonal covariances, using MFCCs drawn from a range of different
audio segments. We compared using fixed segments from the centre of each track with whole
tracks, and also with ‘thumbnail’ segments. To extract the thumbnails we implemented the
automatic method described in [15]. The extracted thumbnail segments were between 7 and 40s in
length. By design, the thumbnails are expected to be internally consistent and to be representative,
i.e. unlikely to contain extremes of timbre for each track, such as typical song intro sections. The
results are given in Table 2.
Although the raw classification rates drop with the length of the audio segment used, the
artist filtered rate for both collections improves as the segment size is reduced to 30s. The raw
confusion matrix for collection M also showed a small improvement in classificationof rock/pop
tracks (which would be most likely to benefit from the removal of intros and outros) using 30s
segments or thumbnails, but this was not supported by the results for collection A. Altogether the
results give only limited support to the hypothesis that the distance measures improve when MFCCs
are drawn from a segment rather than the whole track.
Effect of training set on global measures
To test the significance of the choice of training set for the measures based on VQ index
sequences described above, we re-implemented the approach outlined in [28]. The VQ sequences
are generated as the sequence of best-matching SOM units for MFCCs for each track, according to
a 16 x 16 rectangular SOM (we also tried various alternative topologies but all gave worse
classification rates). We trained the SOM on MFCCs extracted from a fixed 30s segment from the
centre of each track, where the tracks comprised either the first half or simply the whole of each
collection. Results are given in
Table 3. In our experiments, collection M was ordered in such a way that the first and
second halves both contained tracks from all the albums, while collection A was ordered by genre,
so the first half contained tracks only from four genres.
The results do not support the idea that it will be necessary to regenerate the entire VQ
codebook as a collection grows. In fact, the best classification rates over both collections come from
the same training set, suggesting that a single VQ model can be optimized for the global space of
MFCCs.
In [28] a simple KL divergence is preferred as the distance measure on psychological
grounds favouring asymmetric measures.
Table 3 also shows some comparative results for KL and the symmetrical JS divergence, Eq.
(2). The classification rates are in fact much higher using the symmetrical distance.
Global variances are required for the Mahalanobis distance, and we calculated these from
MFCCs extracted from the central 30s of each track.
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Table 3 gives classification rates for collections M and A using global variances calculated
from all of their own and all of each other’s tracks. As with the global VQ measure, the results
show little significant benefit from recalculating global variances to fit a particular collection.
Choice of similarity measure
Table 4 compares classification rates using the various similarity measures discussed so far.
We also include rates for collection M reported in [37] for KL divergence between single Gaussians
with full covariance matrices, and for the mixture model approach (the version of collection M used
in [37] contained an additional 13 tracks). For each measure we used the best approaches as
described in the preceding subsections.
Computational requirements
Table 5 gives figures for the feature size and approximate comparison time for a pair of
tracks for each distance measure. The comparison times for the lightweight measures are based on
our own un-optimised Java implementations running on a standard consumer laptop and averaged
over 500,000 distance computations. The reference comparison time for the GMM measure is given
in [24]. When using a full covariance matrix, it may be desirable to precompute the inverse
covariance for each track in the collection, in which case the feature length increases to 820.
More realistic music collections
Table 6 and Table 7 show confusion matrices for collection A and its superset A+, using the
best-performing measure, KL divergence with full covariance. Rows correspond to queries, and
columns to their nearest neighbors, without artist filter. In contrast to the collections used in most
previous experimental work, A+ includes a wide range of genres, but these have not been handpicked to improve their separability by timbral content.

7.1.4.

Discussion

7.1.4.1.

Applicability of distance measures

The results in Table 4 show that on all our music collections the VQ measure is
outperformed by those based on Gaussian models. The remaining lightweight measures all have
merits. Within the limits of the widely-observed ‘glass ceiling’ for timbral similarity measures [20],
KL divergence and Mahalanobis distance between single Gaussians both perform well on
collections M and A. Using diagonal covariances with either measure offers a 10-fold gain in both
speed and memory requirements as shown in Table 5, with only a small loss in classification rates
compared to using full covariances. The difference in classification rates between the measures is
statistically significant, but of course the classification task itself is only a rough and ready guide to
their effectiveness for more useful purposes such as similarity search, recommendation, playlist
generation, etc. Although KL divergence with diagonal covariance appears to be a highly effective
lightweight measure from our experiments, Mahalanobis distance is a straightforward choice if
other features are going to included in the distance measure, as it imposes a natural scaling on the
contribution of each feature to the overall distance. Mahalanobis distance also has the advantage of
being a metric, enabling yet further potential speed-up through the use of suitable indexing
structures.
- : Leave One Out genre classification rates (%), af = artist filter over collections M, A, A+
Table 2. Varying audio segment
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Table 3. Varying training set and VQ distance measure.

VQ distances with SOM trained on MFCCs from whole or first half only of each collection.Mahalanobis
distances with global variances calculated over each collection.

Table 4. Varying distance measure

Table 5. Space and time requirements for various similarity measure

7.1.4.2.

Hubs

The phenomenon of hubs, tracks that, according to a particular distance measure, are close
to a disproportionately large number of others, was identified in [23], in relation to distances based
on GMMs. As many as 15% of the tracks in a collection of some 360 were found to occur amongst
the 100 nearest neighbours of 200 or more other tracks. Using a similar criterion, we found far
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fewer hubs with our lightweight measures. With KL divergence using diagonal covariance, for
example, we identified around 2% of collection M and 6% of collection A as hubs. Detailed studies
in [23], relate hubs to Gaussian mixture components that are highly non-discriminatory with
respect to genre, despite being statistically significant, i.e. accounting for large numbers of audio
frames within a given track. Using single Gaussians, we therefore speculate that much of the
discriminatory information expressed by MFCCs is captured in the extrema of the covariance
matrices. This would explain why, contrary to our expectations, modelling whole tracks gives better
classification rates in general than modelling single consistent segments. It would also caution
against the practice of removing outliers before modelling, as recommended in [29] .
Table 6. Confusion matrix for collection A.

Table 7. Confusion matrix for collection A+.
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7.1.4.3.

The nature of timbral similarity

Collections M and A, as with most used in previous studies, have been chosen so that the
labelled genres are reasonably well-separated by timbre. This is a reasonable prerequisite for the use
of genre classification rates as an evaluation measure. On the other hand, for application purposes
we are equally -if not more -interested in the performance of our similarity measures on collections
such as A+. The classification task is clearly very artificial for A+, as we would not expect genres
such as indie rock, album rock and classic rock, or R & B and soul, to be clearly separated by
timbre. The confusion matrix shown in Table 7 suggests, however, that the problem is worse than
this, as tracks of almost any genre can be confused with one or other kind of rock music. This
implies that, according to a timbral distance measure, rock music occurs throughout the similarity
space. If A+ is typical of real collections, then this observation has important consequences for the
practical application of timbral similarity. The very low classification rates with artist filter on this
collection, comparable to those observed in [24], are also striking, even allowing for the natural
fuzziness of genre labels. These suggest that clustering in the similarity space consists principally in
small clusters corresponding to artists, or even albums.
We can imagine a continuum of existing and as yet hypothetical music search methods,
from fingerprinting to find exact audio matches at one extreme, to an idealised ‘sounds something
like this one’ recommendation-search at the other. These observations suggest that timbral
similarity is closer to fingerprinting and further from recommendation-search than we would ideally
like for many applications. In real applications, of course, we can constrain similarity search by
using textual metadata that already includes genre labels, publication date, etc. The value of timbral
similarity in this context remains an open research question, although one that may be answered in
the open marketplace more readily than in the laboratory.

7.2.

Soundbite – The Audio Similarity Music Retrieval Prototype

In order to let users experience and evaluate a variety of similarity measures in a realistic
application context, we have implemented a content-based music search engine. This exists as a
prototype music similarity system named Soundbite, available as a plug-in for ITunes
(http://www.isophonics.net/SoundBite). For Soundbite, we have employed a proprietary high
performance music similarity measure that will scale easily to large commercial collections. Sorting
and ranking of retrieved results is also undisclosed. Benchmarking using the same procedures
outlined above showed that this similarity measure performed at least as well as those mentioned
above. Under some implementations, as shown in a screenshot provided in Figure 13, the system
also incorporates automatic segmentation and thumb-nailing [15], and provides easy and fast user
evaluation of search results by presenting a short representative thumbnail audio clip for each track
returned. It also allows direct comparison of these and other music similarity measures in a realistic
context. Thus it serves as an evaluation tool for future work.
SoundBite manages a database of tracks, allowing the entry of simple metadata (album title,
trackname, artist, genre, etc.) as each new track is added, while automatically extracting and saving
segmentation information and a thumbnail segment, as well as features required to support various
similarity measures. Tracks in the database can be browsed and searches can be made by similarity
to a chosen track. In all cases the results are presented as a search engine-style list, with thumbnail
audio immediately available for playback for each track in the list. The software design defines a
simple interface to be implemented for each similarity measure. The measure then becomes
available to the user in a pull-down menu. Different similarity measures can be selected at will for
each search, and searches can also be constrained by textual metadata, for example to search only
within the labelled genre of the query track.
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Figure 13. A screenshot of the Soundbite Audio Thumbnail Browser.

7.2.1.

Soundbite User Interface

A description of an early prototype of Soundbite, the audio similarity-based music retrieval
system, was also provided in D3.1. The basic interface of the stand-alone prototype has changed in
that it offers higher performance, is simpler to use and incorporates additional functionality.
Soundbite is available as a plug-in to ITunes for both Windows and the Mac. In both cases, it
should work on all variants of the operating system which can support ITunes. For exploitation and
dissemination, this has the benefit of raising interest in content-based searching by making this
functionality directly available from within commercial media players.
When first installed, or whenever new audio files are added to an ITunes collection, the
Soundbite application analyses the audio and extracts feature sets for each file. This is done
automatically in the background, and the application icon will depict how many tracks have been
processed and how many are still unprocessed, as shown in Figure 14. Note that it is still possible to
perform a similarity search on the processed audio tracks while Soundbite is processing the
remaining tracks.
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Figure 14. The Soundbite application during the processing stage.

To create a playlist with SoundBite, a query track is selected in iTunes. The user then clicks
on the SoundBite icon in the menu bar, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Selecting a seed track within ITunes in order to perform an audio similarity search using
Soundbite.

The new playlist will then appear in iTunes. The playlist can then be edited, tracks added or
deleted, using standard Itunes functionality. This allows the user to customise the results of an audio
similarity search. as usual to get the new playlist exactly right.
7.2.1.1.

Setting Preferences in Soundbite

The Preferences window (Select->Preferences from the Soundbite menu icon) is used to
change the name of playlists SoundBite creates, or the number of tracks it puts in each playlist. This
window is shown in Figure 16. the special codes %a and %t are replaced with the query Artist and
Track Name respectively and are used to customise the name of the retrieved list of similar tracks,
whereas %n is used to specify the number of tracks returned.
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Figure 16. The preferences window in Soundbite, used for customizing search and retrieval
functionality.

Since tracks by the same artist or from the same album often sound similar, SoundBite
playlists often include many tracks from the query artist or query album. To avoid these tracks, the
user can enable the "Exclude Seed Artist" and/or "Exclude Seed Album" checkboxes in the
Preferences window.
To allow even finer control over which tracks SoundBite considers when building a playlist,
the user may choose a particular playlist as the music library for all your SoundBite playlists. This
means a search can be made within a subset of a collection and is particularly useful when
combined with iTunes Smart Playlists which allow playlists using a wide variety of criteria, such as
all the rock songs added to the library in the past month. For example, to exclude podcasts from
your SoundBite playlists, the user creates a smart playlist in iTunes called "Not podcasts" with the
criteria "Podcast is false", and selects this as the library in SoundBite.

7.2.2.

User feedback on Soundbite

th

On the 26 of November, 2007 the EASAIER captive end user test group held a feedback
session on the Soundbite software being incorporated into WP3. 12 students between the ages of 19
and 23 were shown a demonstration video of Soundbite in action (deployed in Itunes). They were
also invited to download the software to use on their own machines and personal audio collections.
All indicated that they thought the software to be useful and ‘good’ for their listening
activities. 8 out of the 12 said they would use it immediately within their Itunes library. Those who
said they would not use it immediately did not use or have Itunes on their computer.
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The test user group found Soundbite to be self-explanatory and intuitive, and expressed the
belief that little training was needed to use the function. They enjoyed guessing the audio
commonalities between tracks (i.e. those common features by which Soundbite collated the playlist)
and particularly liked the ‘tweak-able’ nature of the criteria set for creating playlists. They
wondered if it could be used in a way to illustrate musical influences on a certain track or band.

7.3.

The Feature Extractor

Retrieval of media assets from a repository is traditionally accomplished by forming a query
based on textual annotations that are entered by content managers during the archival process.
Typically these annotations are limited to information concerning the origination of the
assets, with very little data describing the actual content, especially as far as audio and video assets
are concerned.
The EASAIER system complements metadata introduced manually by the content manager
with information that is automatically extracted from the actual content of the asset during ingestion
into the repository .
Automatically extracted metadata is broadly divided into four main categories.
1.

Description of the logical container: This data describes how the actual content of
the asset is encoded. In the instance of an audio media file this information would
indicate the type of audio coding strategy, sampling rate and number of audio
channels.

2.

Embedded information: An increasing number of media file formats have embedded
metadata containers that allow information such as the title, artist name, genre,
copyright and other “tags” to be stored within the file itself. This information is
extracted and can be used to complement or substitute the textual data that is manually
entered by the content manager.

3.

Machine-readable content descriptions: In order to enable the system to perform
computationally efficient similarity-based searches, low-level features that describe a
models of the asset's content are extracted. For instance, in the instance of the
EASAIER music retrieval prototype, a model based on MFCC is created during the
ingestion process which is later used to retrieve assets that exhibit similar timbral
profiles.

4.

Human readable content descriptions: This type of automatically extracted
metadata describes the content of the asset using a terminology that is familiar to the
end user and that can therefore be used directly as parameters in queries.
In EASAIER this type of metadata is used to describe the musical and/or speech
qualities of an audio asset, for instance the tempo, meter, key, instrumentation, gender
of a speaker and so on.
Metadata is generally extracted in a time-synchronous manner, therefore enabling the
system to identify single musical or speech-related events occurring along the audio
asset's timeline. This approach allows, if required, to perform queries on individual
segments of the audio content as well as on the whole asset.

The automatic extraction of metadata in is carried out by a stand-alone service that
communicates with the binary storage, RDF storage and Archiver components of the EASAIER
system.
The workflow of the automatic metadata population in EASAIER is depicted in Figure 4,
the process consists in a number of sequential steps:
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1.

The content manager, through the “Archiver” application requests the extraction of
features from a media asset.

2.

The features extractor retrieves the media asset from the binary storage component of
the EASAIER system.
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Figure 17. Automatic features extraction workflow
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3.

A descriptor of the asset is generated by the extractor, this is a temporary local XML
file that is used by the extractor to store metadata prior to final publishing to the
system's RDF storage component.

4.

Pre-classification of the type of media being processed is performed. This can be done
automatically by analyzing the type of file/extension of the file or can be explicitly
defined by the content manager. At the moment the features extractor is designed to
handle only audio or video types of assets, although the architecture could, in
principle, accommodate other types such as text and still images.
A description of the logical container of the asset under analysis is computed; for an
audio file this information consists of the following fields:
•

Encoding type ( wav, aiff, mpeg, etc )

•

Encoding subtype ( linear PCM, ADPCM, MPEG Layer, etc)

•

Sample Rate

•

Bit Rate

•

Number of channels

•

Bit depth

This information is formatted into an XML structure embedded in the internal asset
description.
5.

Assets classified as video media are processed by appropriate algorithms that compute
low level features such as camera motion and parametric object motion as well as a
process for the extraction of shot boundaries and keyframes. Also this information is
stored in the internal description of the asset.

6.

The audio component of the video asset is decoded and stored separately for further
processing by the music and speech features extraction process.

7.

Assets that have been classified as audio media are processed by a component for the
extraction of embedded tags. Currently only ID3 tags and Vorbis comments are
supported. The textual information contained in the tags is dumped into the asset
description file.

8.

Assets that have been classified as neither audio or video media are not processed
further.

9.

Audio assets, or the audio component of video assets are processed by a segmentation
algorithm for the classification of music and speech segments. This is a critical stage
as the reliability of the audio features extraction process is heavily dependent on the
accuracy of this discrimination. Automatic segmentation is only required if the content
manager does not explicitly specify the nature of the audio content under analysis or if
the content of the asset exhibits both speech and music components. The
segmentation timeline is stored in the XML asset description.

10.

The outcome of the speech/music segmentation process is inspected by the content
manager and edited, if required.

11.

Musical and speech-related features are extracted by the VAMP host and the outcome
saved in the XML description of the asset

12.

The full content of the XML asset description is inspected by the content manager.
A graphical user interface is used to present the outcome of the features extraction
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process. Text fields can be modified and the position and values of audio features
along the asset timeline can be changed using the same layer-based interface already
deployed in the EASAIER client.
13.

The XML description of the asset is converted into RDF and published to the
EASAIER RDF storage component. Published metadata can now be used for retrieval
and visualization.

7.3.1.

Audio Features Extraction in EASAIER Archiver prototype.

Digital libraries may utilize different types of metadata, depending on the type of stored
asset and/or search paradigm. For instance, spoken word archives need extraction of speech-based
features such as gender, speaker ID, etc. A “Hard-wired” approach to features extraction is clearly
incompatible with the wide scope of EASAIER and, additionally, assets may also contain segments
that require different extraction strategies, for instance in the case of mixed speech/music content.
In order to fulfill these requirements, the core of the audio features extraction subsystem has been
implemented as a schema-driven and timeline-dependent VAMP host, shown in detail in Figure 18.
The architecture for the subsystem dedicated to audio feature extractionis centered around a
component that is able to process selected sections of the audio assets specified by the segmentation
timeline. The timeline, generated by the speech/music/other discrimination algorithm in the asset
feature extractor is also used to select the most appropriate extraction schema from a pool of
“extraction strategies”. Each of the possible extraction schemas is generated either automatically by
EASAIER's music ontology editor or manually by the content manager using the “template builder”
software. The selected extraction schema is then used by the VAMP host to load a specific dynamic
link library containing the desired audio features extraction algorithm.
Template
Builder
Segmentation
Timeline

Extraction
Template
pool

Template
Selector

Music
ontology

Audio
Asset

VAMP host

Extracted
Features

VAMP
plugins
pool

Figure 18. Audio features extraction subsystem.

Whilst the pool of extraction strategies will be automatically created by the ontology editor
in the final deployed EASAIER system, an interim solution for generating extraction schemas has
been developed by the consortium.
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Figure 19. Extraction template builder

The application, shown in Figure 19, allows one to specify algorithms for features extraction
by selecting the appropriate VMP plugin (1), and edit the internal parameters for the best
perfomance (2). VAMP plugins may have outputs that are not useful for search and retrieval
purposes. These can be disabled (3) in order to avoid excessive cluttering of the extracted metadata.
The resulting extraction schema is then stored as an XML file Figure 20) that is then used by the
audio features extraction subsystem to process the appropriate segment of the audio asset.
A prototype archiving application for the EASAIER system has also been implemented
(Figure 21). Although the application is only able to process files stored locally on the same
machine it incorporates the features extraction strategy described in the previous section.
The Archiver's user interface consists of four main panels:
1) Asset ingestion: this panel is used to select audio assets that need to be entered in the
system. Once files are chosen, they are automatically processed by the features extractor.
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Figure 20. XML extraction schema.

1
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4

Figure 21. Archiver application prototype.

2) Embedded information: this panel allows the content manager to display metadata
describing the type of file and the embedded tags. Whilst modification of the extracted tags
is allowed, encoding descriptions cannot be edited.
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3) Ancillary Fields: The panel is used to display and edit textual metadata associated to the
audio asset under analysis. Although fully functional, this is just a mock-up of the final
interface for manual data entry and will be radically changed in the near future.
4) Automatic audio features: The panel displays a list of the audio features that have been
extracted by the internal VAMP plugin host using an appropriate XML schema. For each
extracted feature, the following properties are shown:
•

Feature Class Name.

•

Feature Class Description.

•

Feature Class Type (frame-based or event based)

•

Number of detected features belonging to the class.

A command allows the content manager to inspect the extracted feature

7.4.

EASAIER Client-Based Music Retrieval

The ‘Music workflow,’ which describes the sequence of events from when a user makes a
music-related query to when the results are returned, was described in Section 6.1.3. Here, we show
the functionality of the prototype which implements that workflow. The music query interface
within the EASAIER client is depicted in Figure 22, and the interface for the resultant ranked list of
retrieved music files is given in Figure 23. Note that at this stage the results are searching entirely
on manually annotated metadata, and are thus all ranked equally.

Figure 22. Query interface for the music retrieval system within the EASAIER client.
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Figure 23. Results interface for the music retrieval system within the EASAIER client.

When one of the retrieved items is selected, the corresponding audio file and related
metadata and media is loaded from EASAIER backend server, as depicted in Figure 24. The audio
can then be visualized and its metadata displayed with the "Info" tab. Related media can also be
accessed, though this functionality will be described in more detail in Deliverable 3.3.
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Figure 24. When a retrieved audio file is selected, related media and associated metadata are also
returned.

7.5.

Retrieval of External Music Resources

7.5.1.

Introduction

Semantic web technologies are well adapted to data mining and retrieval on the web. They
also provide enriched search functionalities, and more precise search results. More details on the
semantic architecture and tools allowing the creation of the ontology, and the storage of RDF data
will be given in EASAIER Deliverable 2.1, and a description of how these tools help enable crossmedia retrieval will be provided in Deliverable 3.3. Here, we focus on how these tools, and the
associated prototype application, enable the retrieval of music resources external to a sound archive.
The ability to retrieve relevant music resources on the web is accomplished primarily by
querying APIs and RSS feeds, which are in turn often developed through the aggregation and
analysis of user-created tags. Tagging allows a community of users to associate a resource on the
web with a keyword or description. This description stems not from the author of the resource, but
rather from multiple users. This makes finding the resource easier because the resource is often
tagged with the most relevant terms that would be used in a query statement. Furthermore, tagging
does not require any specific skills and is not a very time-consuming process. However, such
knowledge provided by a community does not adhere to any structure. To counter this, methods
such as social network analysis and data mining are used to extract meaning and an emergent
vocabulary, which is often referred to as a folksonomy [12].
There exist numerous web portals that provide APIs to aggregate external information into
an application. Results to a syntactical query partly rely on the retrieval of implicit information that
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becomes available by means of automatic categorization of keywords that stem from the
community effort of collective annotation of content. The EASAIER system takes advantage of
such technologies, by providing a component that allows the inclusion of relevant content that is
retrieved from such external social web based services.
This feature complements query results that are retrieved from the native sound archive with
additional external information and multimedia content. Moreover, this component takes advantage
of accessing prominent search engines by using available APIs that enable the inclusion of
additional results relevant to the original query input. This approach intends to provide initial
pointers to externally available content for the user to access.
A prototype application has been created that illustrates how to use ontology based search to
retrieve music resources[2]. The application is delivered in the form of a web application and it is
accessible online through a web interface. Two scenarios for performing such queries, relying on
Semantic Web concepts, are briefly detailed.

7.5.2.

Mashup presentation and retrieval of music resources

The official and publicly available MusicBrainz relational database has been identified as an
appropriate set of metadata for the use case of illustrating retrieval of external music resources and
additional external content. MusicBrainz is a prominent and widely used web portal that provides
editorial information about popular music artists and their discography information. Its database has
been mapped to the Music Ontology, and the resulting RDF representation has been made available
for remote query access through a SPARQL endpoint.
Each MusicBrainz resource, be it an artist, record or track is specified by a unique
MusicBrainz ID which is part of the URI of each resource’s RDF representation. This mapping
effort is related to several approaches to publish and interlink data sources on the Web, as part of
the Linking Open Data on the Semantic Web W3C SWEO community project[38]. For instance,
each MusicBrainz artist is related to the corresponding resource on DBPedia[39], an RDF
representation of Wikipedia, via owl:sameAs. The Linking Open Data on the Web Initiative
publishes and interlinks numerous datasets in RDF, for example Geonames, CIA Factbook, FOAF,
flickr, WordNet, etc.
A web interface allows the user to pose a full text query for the name of an artist. The input
is sent to the official MusicBrainz Web Service to retrieve the MusicBrainz identifier of the top
resulting artist. This ID corresponds to the URI of the resource in its RDF representation. The
invocation of the external MusicBrainz Web Service is chosen over a SPARQL query over the RDF
representation of the dataset to take advantage of the sophisticated MusicBrainz native search
engine. The MusicBrainz ID is then used in the context of a SPARQL query that retrieves
information about the artist. This may be used to retrieve related music resources, such as other
albums from the same artist provided in the discography information.
In addition, we retrieve further artists that are related to the original artist over one or
multiple degrees, such as via band memberships, collaborations, or resolved aliases. Those artists
can then be browsed through the web interface of the application, and any such subsequent
underlying queries directly rely on the URI rather than syntactical input. The MusicBrainz Search
also takes into account results from DBPedia, which is interlinked with the MusicBrainz RDF
representation, in order to also provide information that is not available from MusicBrainz, such as
genre, the Wikipedia description, years active, etc.
Furthermore, search results are complemented by web widgets that provide additional
results from external sources. A query is posed to external APIs or RSS feeds, and partly those
results are based on tagged keywords originating from a community effort. Currently, the
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EASAIER Music Retrieval Portal incorporates content from Google, YouTube, LyricWiki, Yahoo
Images & Music, Amazon, eBay, and last.fm. In contrast to similar approaches that mash up
individual data sources, this approach strongly relies on the structure of the Music Ontology. In
other words, in the case of the MusicBrainz dataset, it is possible to browse artists in a structured
manner, e.g. according to their unique MusicBrainz ID, and alongside provide unstructured or
multimedia-based content that is aggregated by keywords.
Figure 25 depicts results for a query, “John Coltrane,” posed to the Web 2.0 component of
the EASAIER Semantic Search prototype. Related videos, album covers, similar artists,
commercially available CDs, and so on, are all presented. Though this retrieval does not directly
provide a ranked list of similar music, it does provide a ranked list of similar artists. Furthermore, it
answers many relevant music retrieval queries, as described in user needs studies[40, 41].

Figure 25. Aggregation of external content upon a query for music artist John Coltrane.

7.5.2.1.

Rule-Based Retrieval of Music-related resources

Based on discography information from available editorial metadata, a rule based search
component is applied that allows the retrieval of implicit information. Consider the following music
retrieval query, “Who were the founding members of Velvet Underground?” Upon being provided
information about album releases and the corresponding dates, the founders and membership
durations of individual members of the band are computed. The role of being a founder of the band
is defined as an artist that has contributed to the first release.
The following rule – in abstract syntax – is applied, and computed on top of RDF data:
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exist _artist, <_band,hasMember,_artist>, <_artist,onDuration,_duration>
forall ?x, <_band, hasMember, ?x>, < ?x, onDuration, ?time>
<?time, notBefore, _duration>
-> <_band, founder, _artist>

Figure 26. Results of Rule Based Search: Band Founder information and Assembled Discography Information of
The Velvet Underground

Figure 26 depicts the results of the rule based search, along with additionally assembled
discography information. Note that this also provides easy access to additional information, such as
the album tracks and the association of band members with their instruments. In all of these
examples of retrieval of external music resources, a variety of different media may be obtained and
semantic reasoning may be exploited to answer complex queries. As mentioned, this will be further
elaborated on in upcoming deliverables.

7.6.

Metrics and similarity measures for integrated music retrieval

We present here an example of the workflow when a user queries some sound tracks. It
details the integrated music retrieval system which includes both audio similarity search and search
on features. Here, we do not consider the music-related ontology-based search, since retrieved
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results are external to the sound archive and do not necessarily have accessible audio content or
searchable features.
The searchable features include manually annotated metadata, parametric metadata (such as
file name, sample rate, file type), and automatically extracted metadata. Search can be either general
(e.g., find songs similar to this song), or specific (e.g., find songs with so many beats per minute, in
a certain key, and with this keyword in the metadata). One challenge then, is to derive appropriate
similarity metrics which will produce ranked lists of returned results with high precision and high
recall[42]. In order to do this, we classify the search parameters into two categories.
1 Features with an exact match. These include manually annotated metadata and parametric
metadata. For such features, the confidence in the value of that feature may be given as 1.
2 Features with an assigned score or confidence. This is primarily automatically extracted
metadata, where confidence in the value of that feature may range between 0 and 1.
3 Features used only for assigning a similarity score. This includes the MFCC-based features used
in audio similarity searching.
Categories 1 and 2 above may be treated in the same manner. In this respect, a search based
only on beats per minute (bpm) will rank a song with a manually annotated value of 120bpms
higher than one which has a value of 120bpms based on analysis of the audio signal. The
assumptions in this method is that audio analysis techniques are prone to error, that the archive
manager’s decision supercedes that of an automatic analysis technique, and that the archive
manager may sometimes edit the automatically extracted features.
The first two categories interact with Category 3 by serving as a constraint which restricts
the similarity search[13, 14]. Conversely, similarity search may be performed first and then
retrieved results will then be restricted only to those satisfying certain values in the metadata.
However, this second technique would require an unnecessary burden on similarity searching and
may result, for instance, in retrieving 100 similar songs but none of them satisfy the requirements
regarding their metadata.

7.6.1.

Case 1: Search only on metadata

In order to quantify the similarity metrics, we first consider a search involving just a
combination of Categories 1 and 2. This includes most searches on metadata and key fields (find me
songs with 120 beats per minute), and only a few query-by-example searches (find me songs with
the same beats per minute as a certain audio example). Suppose the search is over some number N
of features, f1, f2, … fN. For the query, each feature has an assigned confidence, q1, q2, … qN , and
for a track in the collection each feature has an assigned confidence, t1, t2, … tN. A naïve approach
to similarity would use a Euclidean distance given as
(q1 − t1 ) 2 + (q2 − t2 ) 2 + ...(qN − t N ) 2

(6)

However, this would actually rank similarity in confidences, as opposed to similarity in
metrics. For instance, two tracks with confidence on the bpm feature of 0.1 would be considered
closer than two tracks where one has confidence 1.0 and the other has confidence 0.9. Yet there is a
stronger likelihood that the former case actually involves tracks with different bpm counts than in
the latter case.
Assuming that both query and track have the same metadata values, then a preferred
distance between the query and a track in the archive is given by
q1 (1 − t1 ) 2 + q2 (1 − t2 ) 2 + ...qN (1 − t N ) 2

(7)
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That is, the confidence in the features of the query act as weighting coefficients in the similarity
metric. In order for this distance to be over the range from 0 to 1, and hence to assign a score to
each retrieved track or to easily combine this with other distance measures, Eq. (7) is normalized as
follows
q1 (1 − t1 ) 2 + q2 (1 − t2 ) 2 + ...qN (1 − t N ) 2
q1 + q2 + ...qN

(8)

If the search is not query by example, then the values of the query features have been
selected by the user of the retrieval system, and it may be assumed that the assigned confidences, q1,
q2, … qN are all set equal to 1. This is an ideal situation, since it will rank the retrieved results based
solely on the confidence in how accurately they match the query. If the search is query by example,
then manually annotated or parametric features of the query are generally given more importance
than features extracted using audio signal processing. So retrieved results where the high confidence
features of the query are a ‘weak match’ to the track will tend to be ranked lower than retrieved
results where the high confidence features of the query are a ‘strong match’ to the track.
If one wishes to also rank tracks which are not an exact match on all selected features, then a
negative confidence may be assigned to those features. As an example of the benefit of this,
consider a query song with bpm known to be 120 with a confidence of 1, but the musical key
estimated as C with a confidence of 0.1. Now consider two tracks in the archive; track 1 has bpm
120 with a confidence of 1, but the musical key estimated as A with confidence 0.1, and track 2 has
bpm 120 with a confidence of .1, and the musical key estimated as C with confidence 0.1. The
distance between query and track 1 is estimated as
1(1 − 1) 2 + .1(1 − (−.1)) 2
1.1

=

.1(1.1) 2
1.1

whereas the distance between query and track 1 is estimated as
1(1 − .1) 2 + .1(1 − .1) 2
1.1

=

.92 + .1(.9) 2
1.1

The distance between the query and track 1 is much less than the distance between the query
and track 2, even though the query and track 1 differ on musical key. However, confidence in
musical key is very low and is outweighed by the high confidence in estimation of beats per minute.
Thus this distance measures allows one to compensate for the fact that some metadata may be
misslabelled.

7.6.2.

Case 2: Search on combined metadata and audio similarity

The audio similarity metric used in Soundbite, is fundamentally different from the metric
used for searching across metadata and confidences, Eq. (8). Furthermore, it is proprietary and
undisclosed, whereas the similarity metric for searching on metadata is part of the open EASAIER
system architecture. However, both techniques produce normalized distances between query tracks
and tracks in the archive. Thus the result of audio similarity may be treated as just another feature
with a weighting assigned. If we refer to the audio similarity measure as AS and its weighting as
wAS, then a combined similarity measure may be given as
q1 (1 − t1 ) 2 + q2 (1 − t2 ) 2 + ...qN (1 − t N ) 2 + wAS AS 2
q1 + q2 + ...qN + wAS

(9)
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The weighting on audio similarity need not be restricted to [0;1]. For instance if we consider
audio similarity to be as important as the combination of all other features, as scaled by the
confidence in each feature, then we may set wAS = q1 + q2 + ...qN .
Of course, weightings may be assigned to each feature as well, giving a fully flexible
similarity measure that takes into account both the importance of each feature and the confidence in
the estimation of that feature, for both query and retrieved track. A final, normalized and weighted
distance measure is then given by,
w1q1 (1 − t1 ) 2 + w2 q2 (1 − t2 ) 2 + ...wN qN (1 − t N ) 2 + wAS AS 2
w1q1 + w2 q2 + ...wN qN + wAS

This is the general form of the distance measure for an integrated music retrieval system.
For practical application, it need not be normalized and the square of the distance may be used, thus
greatly simplifying calculation. Furthermore a simpler norm may be used, such as the manhattan
norm.
Choice of the preferred weightings will be determined through evaluation in WP7.

8. The vocal query interface
The original purpose of the vocal query interface is to support voice initiated media
retrieval according to the Technical Annex. In our interpretation it means that this feature should
facilitate fast speech recognition on word or simple phrase basis. The set of the available words and
phrases are included in a pronunciation dictionary, which is used by the system. Of course the set of
words or phrases recognized by the system is limited by the dictionary. Based on the current
implementation, adding natural language processing layer over the fast word/phrase recognition
layer could be the next step continuing the work started in EASAIER but it is beyond the goal and
the time frame dedicated for the vocal query interface task.
The vocal query interface was aggregated from the components of the speech content
retrieval. Many of the statements - described there - are valid for this task as well. The reason is that
the sound sample is processed by the phoneme level recognition (the same one used in the speech
retrieval), and some of the phoneme sequences with the highest score are searched in the
pronunciation dictionary. The matching word or phrase with the best score will be the solution. So
the input of the process is a sound sample containing speech and the out is a word or phrase in text
format.
This technology at its current stage can be used to utilize the user interface of any desktop
computer system. The advantages of the solution that it does not require any word set specific
training. The system can be trained with a general corpus. It will permit the phoneme level
recognition layer to work. So using a diverse and big corpus for training will advance the quality of
the phoneme level recognition and the performance of the vocal query interface as well. The content
of the pronunciation dictionary limits the recognized set of words. The size of this dictionary can be
huge or small depending on the task the interface used for. There are disadvantages of the large
dictionary because it raises the recognition time and reduce the accuracy of the recognition. Using a
small dictionary, containing only a dozen words will ensure that practical applications can be built
on the vocal query interface.

8.1.

Practical applications, qualitative evaluation, further plans

Using a huge pronunciation dictionary the technology can be used to recording text via oral
dictation. This feature would be one of the main, distant objective of the related research. The
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current accuracy of the system does not allow making available this feature for users. Other topics
are language related issues. While in English a pronunciation dictionary can contain the vocabulary
of the language, in case of Hungarian it is impossible. The Hungarian is an inflective language and
an additional morphological analyzer layer has to be added. In case of such application the user
adaptive training can improve the performance significantly.
Using the below described user interface while testing the system, the quality experience
mainly depends on the size of the pronunciation dictionary. When the dictionary contains only
numbers or colors the 100% recognition can be easily achieved in Hungarian. It is lower with some
percent in case of English. The only disadvantage is that the speed of the phoneme level recognition
is slower than real time, but it will be optimized later on. Increasing the content of the dictionary the
user experience significantly decline at some hundred words. If we consider the practical
application the vocal user interface would require one-two dozen words only, the dictation would
require some ten thousands ones. So the current quality is between the expectations of the two
possible applications.
There are two main goals motivating the research and development of the voice initiated
user interface. The first is the fast client side command recognition based on a small pronunciation
dictionary. In this case we work on improvements of the speed of phoneme level recognition and try
to decrease the CPU usage. We should reach real time processing with less than 50 percent cpu
utilization. This goal can be reach within the timeframe of EASAIER. The second is to build a
vocal dictation application, which records the recognized words in an editor. In this case beside the
speed and the cpu usage optimization we have to improve the accuracy of the recognition based on
huge dictionaries and we have to fully exploit the advantages of the user specific training. This task
requires much further investment and we do not expect to solve it within the frame of EASAEIR.
In EASAIER we will only demonstrated this feature. When the user can input a word or
phrase to retrieve for instead of using the user interface of EASAIER he/she can record and upload
a sound file containing the spoken version of that word or phrase. This application requires a middle
sized dictionary with some hundred items.

8.2.

Technical background

This section describes the vocal query interface, which is used to make searchable new
sound materials. Section 6.2.1 described the related ‘vocal_query’ method. Technology based on
the first two layers of speech recognition is part of the speech content retrieval components, and is
described in Section 9.
Figure 27 provides a block diagram of the top level architecture of the vocal query engine,
where L stands for a definite natural language – e.g. for English or Hungarian. An audio stream is
provided as input to the engine. Low level features are then extracted in the form of MFCC vectors.
Using an acoustic model and pronunciation dictionary, these are then transformed into a sequence
of phonemes.
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Wave stream
(derived from spoken
text)

Feature Extraction

MFCC vectors
Acoustic Model
for L
Decoding
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of the wave stream

Pronunciation
Dictionary for L

Figure 27. Top level architecture of the vocal query engine

The wave stream, or audio input to the vocal query engine, is assumed to be spoken text. At
present the Vocal Query Engine is designed to work with a wave stream that represents a single
word. It can, however, easily be extended to process the wave stream of an arbitrarily long text,
provided that the words are isolated by short silence signals when articulating the complete text.
In order to describe the input wave stream in terms of computable items, the input wave
stream is cut into 10 millisecond portions. To each portion a 39 dimension MFCC (Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients) vector is calculated for describing the characteristic features of that wave
portion.
Decoding the MFCCs and producing a phoneme-based representation of the audio requires
both an acoustic model and a pronunciation dictionary for the language. The trained acoustic model
is used which is flagged by the unique LangID of L. At present the CMU dictionary[43] is used in
the English version. The Hungarian pronunciation dictionary was produced by collecting all the
words from the phonematized Text file of the Kossuth corpus.
The primary goal of decoding is to recognize the articulated text which is conveyed by the
input wave stream, and to express this text in terms of the phonetic alphabet of the language being
used. The decoder in the Vocal Query Engine applies the Viterbi algorithm, which produces a set of
probable resolutions to the input wave stream. From these the most likely one is outputted by the
Engine.

8.3.

User interface, web service interface

A separate UI interface was implemented to make possible the testing of the vocal query
interface. A screenshot of this user interface is provided in Figure 28. It shows the pronunciation
dictionary on the right-hand side and makes possible the recording and playing back of sound files.
Pressing the identify button the system starts the phoneme level recognition of the input and the
matching of the result to the dictionary. The pairs of sound wave file and recognized words are
listed in the lower left window. The user tested the system using an average good microphone. The
background noise did not disturb the recognition significantly when it works with small
pronunciation dictionary. Nor is it sensitive to the accent of the user with small pronunciation
dictionary.
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Figure 28. User interface of the vocal query system.

Actually a user interface dedicated to the vocal query is unreasonable. We implemented it
only for testing, demonstration and benchmarking purpose. This feature could be embedded into
any desktop application without any visible interface. When a desktop application is controlled
orally the user uses a microphone instead of the keyboard or mouse. The input of the microphone
separated from silent to silent and recognized by the system as command corresponding to a user
interface element, menu point, button … In this application the already trained phoneme level
recognition must run on the desktop machine of the user. This is the reason why such kind of
solution is not well fitted to a web based application.
In EASAIER the vocal query interface can be utilized on the server side using a web service
programming interface. That web service interface is described in Section 6.2.1.
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9. Speech content retrieval components
Certain functionality associated with speech retrieval has already been described in
Deliverable 4.1, which demonstrated how speaker retrieval is performed using speaker
identification. D4.1 also described a prototype with speech retrieval-related functionality, and
parallels the music retrieval functionality that was described in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. Thus, in this
section, discussion is restricted to a description of the speech content retrieval prototype. That is,
discussion of the ability within EASAIER to retrieve documents when a certain phrase was spoken.

9.1.

Architectural description

In this section we describe the Training Engine, Preprocessing Engine, and Speech Retrieval
Engine that are the principal components of the Speech Content Retrieval System. Section 6.2.1
describes the related ‘speech_training,’ ‘speech_preprocess,’and ‘speech_retrieve’
methods that are respectively associated with each of these engines. In the descriptions and figures,
L stands for a definite natural language, e.g. for English or Hungarian.

9.1.1.

Training Engine

The training engine is used to develop an acoustic model for the language based on a
segmented speech corpus. Figure 29 depicts the top level architecture of the speech retrieval
training engine.

Segmented Speech
Corpus for L

Feature Extraction
&
Tagging

Wave file

Text file

Tagged
sequences of
MFCC vectors
Initial Acoustic
Model

Tagging file

Trainig

Trained Acoustic
Model for L

Figure 29. Top level architecture of the training engine.

Segmented Speech Corpus for the natural language

The working of the training engine relies upon the content of a large speech corpus, which is
assumed to adequately model the target language L by a vast amount of utterances of that language.
A speech corpus is comprised of a collection of sound materials (Wave file) and their textual
interpretations (Text file). Apart from these, a segmented speech corpus incorporates a Tagging file,
which settles a one-to-one correspondence between the separated textual pieces (usually sentences)
in the Text file and the corresponding pieces in the Wave file. In the English version of the training
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engine, a phonematized speech corpus is used. This implies that each separated piece in the Text
file is a priori linked with its transcription into a sequence of phonemes describing formally the
expected pronunciation of the text in hand. In the Hungarian version a rule-based phonematizer can
be used for supplying the Text file with the same kind of information.
Trained Acoustic Model for the Target Language

Assuming that the segmented speech corpus adequately models the target language, the
output of the training engine is the phoneme-based acoustic model of this language. The entities of
the acoustic model are 3-state Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) – one HMM for each member of
the phoneme set that has been defined for the language. This model is used by the Preprocessor
Engine and the Vocal Query Engine. The trained acoustic model is also flagged by a unique LangID
which identifies the language.
Feature Extraction & Tagging

Prerequisite to working with waves is to have an adequate toolkit by means of which the
information being conveyed by the waves can be extracted and described in terms of computable
items. For this purpose the Wave file of the corpus is cut into 0.01 portions. To each portion a 39
dimension MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) vector is calculated for describing the
characteristic features of that wave portion.
Having completed the feature extraction process, the segmentation information (being
conveyed by the Tagging file of the corpus) is projected to the sequence of extracted MFCC
vectors. This results in a one-to-one correspondence between the separated textual pieces in the
Text file of the corpus and the corresponding subsequences of the MFCC vectors.
Initial Acoustic Model

The phoneme set of a given language determines the parameters of the initial acoustic model
of that language. For this reason the creation of the initial acoustic model falls out of the scope of
the training engine, which simply embodies the ready initial model.
Training

The acoustic model is trained iteratively by the Baum-Welch algorithm. In each iteration
cycle, the parameters of the initial/previously produced acoustic model are re-estimated until
convergence ensues. Following our experiences, the convergence of the parameters of the trained
acoustic model requires performing 10-15 iterations. Depending on the measure of the training
corpus and the processing power of the host machine, the completion of training may take one or
two days.
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9.1.2.

Preprocessing Engine

The preprocessing engine is used to make searchable new sound materials. Figure 30 depicts
the top level architecture of the preprocessing engine.

Wave file
to be indexed

Feature Extraction
&
Speech-NonSpeech
separation

Tagged
sequences of
MFCC vectors

Acoustic Model
for L

Indexing
For all speech segment

Decoding
Pronunciation
Dictionary for L
Word lattice

Index Creation

Lucene
documents

Figure 30. Top level architecture of the preprocessing engine.

Pronunciation Dictionary for the Language

At present the CMU dictionary (http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict) is used in
the English version. The Hungarian pronunciation dictionary was produced by collecting the words
in the phonematized Text file of the Kossuth corpus.
Feature Extraction & Speech-NonSpeech Separation

In order to describe the input wave stream in terms of computable items, the input wave
stream is cut into 0.01 portions. To each portion a 39 dimension MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients) vector is calculated for describing the characteristic features of that wave portion.
Having the feature extraction process performed, speech and non-speech segments of the
input wave file are recognized and tagged. The segmentation information is projected to the
sequence of extracted MFCC vectors.
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The indexing process ignores the non-speech segments of wave file. The indexing of the
target wave file is realized iteratively – by performing as many iteration cycles as many speech
segments there have been identified in the wave file by the Speech-NonSpeech process. The speech
segments of the wave file are managed independently of each other.
Decoding

The goal of the decoding process is to recognize the articulated text which is conveyed by a
speech segment of the input wave stream, and to express this text in terms of the phonetic alphabet
of L. For the Preprocessing Engine a two-phase decoder has been evolved. In the first phase the
fast n-best Viterbi algorithm is applied, thereafter the constituents of a word lattice are calculated.
The word lattice so obtained shows the hypotheses of the system on the recorded speech segment
which is under indexing. The words, which are suitable for indexing the speech segment in hand,
can be exploited from the word lattice.
Index Creation, Lucene documents

The phonematized words, which may be used as indexes, are outputted in form of standard
Lucene documents, each recording an index, the name of the wave file, and position of the speech
segment that contain the index in hand.
(http://lucene.zones.apache.org:8080/hudson/job/Lucene-Nightly/javadoc/org/apache/lucene/document/packagesummary.html)
The indexing of a wave file is a rather time-consuming task. The execution time of this task
highly depends on the length of the target wave file, on the number of the speech segments in the
wave file, as well as on the processing power of the host machine.

9.1.3.

Speech Retrieval Engine

This section describes the speech retrieval engine, which is used to retrieve already
preprocessed sound materials. Figure 31 depicts the top level architecture of the speech retrieval
system.

Searched text

Phonematization

Phonematic
transcription of the
searched text

Search

Hit List

Figure 31. Top level architecture of the speech retrieval engine

Searched Text

In harmony with the working of the Preprocessing Engine, the Speech Retrieval Engine is
prepared for accepting single words as inputs. Both the Preprocessing Engine and the Speech
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Retrieval engine could relatively easily be extended from words to phrases. The realization of the
required modifications might, however, result in reducing the reliability of indexing the recorded
archives due to the statistic/probabilistic approach to acoustic recognition and decoding.
Phonematization

The phonematization process provides describing in formal terms how a written piece of
text of a given language is usually pronounced in that language. This means transliterating the text
into another text using the appropriate phonetic alphabet. The specific characteristics of the
Hungarian language ensure the possibility of defining and using a fixed set of language-specific
rules when phonematizing the texts written in Hungarian. However, the situation is different for
English. English words may have several pronunciation variants. Thus in the English version of the
Speech Retrieval Engine, the working of the phonematization process relies upon a large
phonematized dictionary. At present the CMU dictionary (http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgibin/cmudict) is used for this purpose.
Search

The standard services of Lucene have been integrated.
(http://lucene.zones.apache.org:8080/hudson/job/Lucene-Nightly/javadoc/org/apache/lucene/document/packagesummary.html)
Hit List

The findings of the Search process are displayed in a ranked list of relevant hits. Files may
be accessed and listened to by selecting them in this list. The elements of the hit list also hold
information concerning the relative positions of those speech segments in which the searched text
can be heard. The hit list is produced in parallel with searching. This implies that whilst the first hit
usually becomes available within some seconds, the hit list may become complete after browsing
the whole index area.

9.2.

Quantitative benchmarking

Table 8 displays the basic measures of the effectiveness of the English version of our system
and those of the Hungarian one. Despite the same language-independent techniques have been
embodied in both versions, a striking difference can be observed between the retrieval
characteristics of them. Further investigations are needed, however, for clearing-up the reasons of
this phenomenon. The relevant studies should be focused on the language-dependent constituents of
the system, as well as on the proper identification of the distinct acoustic and phonetic
characteristics of the two languages.
Table 8. Precision, recall and F-measure results demonstrating the performance of the speech retrieval system.

Precision
Recall
F measure

English version
45-53 %
65-71 %
55-58 %

Hungarian version
66-78 %
35-40 %
46-53 %

Apart from evaluating the retrieval effectiveness of our system, the analysis of precision and
recall has two additional goals during and after the development phase of the system. First, the
proper adjustments of certain system parameters have been controlled by results in tuning the
system performance. (This kind of activity is exemplified in Section .1) Secondly, the measuring of
precision and recall has served for studying different aspects of the behaviour of the system.
(Examples of these studies are provided in Section .2 and Section .3, respectively.)
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9.2.1.

Optimizing of the n-best parameter of decoding

Given that the Preprocessing Engine applies the n-best Viterbi algorithm for decoding, the
reliability of indexing the speech-content segments of sound archives is expected to be highly
dependent on value of n. On the other hand, an unnecessarily high value for n involves the risk of
unreasonably lengthening the speech recognition process itself.
A long series of precision/recall evaluations were carried out to determine what value should
be and is worth being chosen for n. Ultimately the use of 200-best Viterbi turned out to be the
optimal solution. Whilst the elapsing time of decoding keeps significantly growing beyond n=200,
the improvements in precision and recall tend to zero.

9.2.2.

The impact of sparsely used words

A considerable amount of work was done on studying how much the calculated precision
and recall properties of the system are influenced by those words which are rarely used in the target
sound archives. This kind of activity was underlain by the assumption that the end users would
seldom if ever form queries that contain rarely occurring words.
The following figures demonstrate that a gradual and distinct enhancement can be achieved
if we discount those words which occur less than 20 times in the target collection of sound archives.
If, however, we continue the process by discounting the more frequently occurring words, then the
precision and recall properties of the system remain essentially unchanged.
Table 9. Raw data for precision and recall as the word occurrence in the TIMIT dictionary is varied.
word
occurrence >

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Retrieved
Relevant
(timit)

19559
19126
18875
18682
18512
18319
18043
17798
17578
17421
17213
17053
16931
16824
16690
16566
16416
16280
16179
16056

Retrieved
(timit)

51759
49283
47673
46705
45834
45077
44108
43172
42362
41667
40880
40238
39773
39273
38773
38228
37772
37180
36700
35840

Relevant
(timit)

31793
30921
30213
29643
29083
28508
27770
27105
26473
25996
25426
25063
24763
24529
24151
23761
23457
23100
22794
22452
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Figure 32. Precision, recall, and F-measure results as a function of word occurrence in the TIMIT dictionary.

9.2.3.

Dependence on the used phonematized dictionary

Given that both speech-content retrieval and phonematization rely upon the use of a
pronunciation dictionary, the effectiveness of our system is expected being dependent on the
characteristics of that dictionary.
The above mentioned precision/recall evaluations were performed when the system worked
with the dictionary that had been generated from the TIMIT corpus. In order to studying the
effectiveness-influencing role of the chosen pronunciation dictionary, the following tasks were
carried out:
•

First the TIMIT dictionary was replaced by the much larger CMU dictionary.

•

Next the available collection of sound archives was re-indexing such that the CMU
dictionary was used at the speech recognition phase of preprocessing.

•

Finally the same series of precision/recall evaluations which have been discussed in the
previous section, were performed again.

The results of speech retrieval performance are displayed below in Table 10 and Figure 33.
The replacement of TIMIT by the CMU dictionary resulted in the enhancement of precision but
reduced the values of recall. The F measure values remained essentially untouched, for the twodirectional changes counterpoised each other. Furthermore, one can conclude that the effectiveness
of our retrieval system is rather sensitive to the specific characteristics (size, number of different
words, pronunciation variants of words, etc.) of the pronunciation dictionary that has been
incorporated by the system.
Table 10. Raw data for precision and recall as the word occurrence in the CMU dictionary is varied.
word
occurrence >

0
1

Retrieved
Relevant
(cmu)

15239
14854

Retrieved
(cmu)

40106
36859

Relevant
(cmu)

29063
28122
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word
occurrence >

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Retrieved
Relevant
(cmu)

14615
14407
14220
13971
13634
13241
12920
12739
12527
12393
12270
12179
12060
11933
11787
11675
11556
11454

Retrieved
(cmu)

35023
33516
32411
31606
30306
29052
27780
27108
26291
25480
24946
24630
24254
23887
23384
22677
22189
21674

Relevant
(cmu)

27370
26728
26096
25386
24396
23234
22234
21640
21010
20559
20175
19902
19524
19074
18690
18265
17851
17585

0,7
0,6
0,5
precision (cmu)

0,4

recall (cmu)
0,3

F measure (cmu)

0,2
0,1
0
0

5

10

15

Figure 33. Precision, recall, and F-measure results as a function of word occurrence in the CMU dictionary.

9.3.

Further tasks

Speech content retrieval related research is in further progress because there is a need to
increase the performance of our system. It means the speeding up of phoneme level recognition and
indexing algorithms and the enhancement of the precision and recall benchmarks of the speech
content retrieval system. The tuning of the speech content retrieval will positively influence the
speed and accuracy of the vocal query interface. We aim to reach the real time recognition with an
average sized dictionary. This effort will continue until the end of EASAIER project.
The integration of the speech retrieval subsystem into the common EASAIER user interface
is in progress. The integration was started recently because of the availability of the speech retrieval
prototype. Currently there is no possibility to test the speech retrieval as part of the EASAIER
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system. This is the reason why the qualitative evaluation of the speech retrieval component with a
test user group has not yet begun. It will be due in spring of 2008.

10. Conclusions and Future Work
In this deliverable we have described a collection of prototypes for speech retrieval, music
retrieval, and the vocal query interface. The full functionality of the music retrieval system is
currently embedded into several prototypes; Soundbite, the semantic search of external resources,
and the Feature Extractor / Client-based search. Together, they provide the ability to search on
parametric metadata, automatically extracted metadata, manually edited metadata and low-level
acoustic features, and to then retrieve relevant results both within a given sound archive and
available elsewhere on the web.
The functionality of the speech retrieval system is also embedded into several prototypes.
Two prototypes related to the speech retrieval system, the retrieval of spoken content and the vocal
query interface, were described in detail in Sections 8 and 9 respectively. Other prototypes retrieve
speech directly based on identified sound objects (speaker gender, emotional content,…), and were
described in Deliverable 4.1. Thus, in this deliverable, the discussion of this subject was restricted
to the RDF-storage based retrieval of the combined speech related data.
It is clear that the remaining work in this Workpackage will focus on three objectives;
improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of speech retrieval, implementation of the cross
media retrieval system, and integration of the various retrieval system components. Work is
currently ongoing in all three areas.
As shown, the architecture for integration has been fully developed, and both the Feature
Extractor and the Client-based Search may be considered fully integrated. A current area of
integration research is the evaluation of speech-related VAMP plug-ins for use in the Feature
Extractor. Once this is enabled, it should be possible to immediately begin testing the storage and
retrieval of combined speech-related data. A similar RDF-storage model is used for Soundbite, and
thus a parallel approach is being taken with integration of music retrieval subsystems. It should be
noted that retrieval of external music resources, though being integrated into the EASAIER client,
need not be merged with other music retrieval subsystems since it does not produce a similarity
measure.
Implementation of the cross-media retrieval system is on schedule, and will be described in
detail in Deliverable 3.3. For this, we have been aided by the progress on semantic search, which
retrieves multimedia resources, and by the progress on the EASAIER client interface, which already
has functionality for retrieval of images, video and text documents, as was shown in Figure 24,
Section 7.5. The integration of this component should also remain on schedule, since the remaining
components are not being developed as separate prototypes, but are instead being developed
directly for the Feature Extractor and the EASAIER client.
Evaluation and benchmarking of the speech retrieval system has demonstrated that, though
functional, it is currently limited in its accuracy and requires significant computational resources to
train and construct an index, and to retrieve the spoken audio for a given query. Thus research is
concerned with optimizing the trade-off between computation and performance. This may be
achieved by using a smaller dictionary, improving the pre-deployment training on existing
dictionaries (CMU, TIMIT and donated materials from various sound archives), and incorporating
feedback from user evaluation.
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